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Abstract
The major objectives of electrification of chassis and driveline systems in road vehicles
are to increase the traffic safety and to reduce the global emissions and their impact on
the environment. The electrification of such systems in vehicles is enabling a whole new
set of functionalities improving safety, handling and comfort for the user. This trend is
leading to an increased number of elements in road vehicles such as additional sensors,
actuators and software codes. As a result, the complexity of vehicle components and
subsystems is rising and has to be handled during operation. Hence, the probability
of potential faults that can lead to component or subsystem failures deteriorating the
dynamic behaviour of road vehicles is becoming higher. Mechanical, electric, electronic
or software faults can cause these failures independently or by mutually influencing
each other, thereby leading to potentially critical traffic situations or even accidents.
There is a need to analyse faults regarding their influence on the dynamic behaviour
of road vehicles and to investigate their effect on the driver-vehicle interaction and to
find new control strategies for fault handling.
A structured method for the classification of faults regarding their influence on the
longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion of a road vehicle is proposed. To evaluate this
method, a broad failure mode and effect analysis was performed to identify and model
relevant faults that have an effect on the vehicle dynamic behaviour. This fault classification method identifies the level of controllability, i.e. how easy or difficult it is
for the driver and the vehicle control system to correct the disturbance on the vehicle
behaviour caused by the fault.
Fault-tolerant control strategies are suggested which can handle faults with a critical
controllability level in order to maintain the directional stability of the vehicle. Based
on the principle of control allocation, three fault-tolerant control strategies are proposed and have been evaluated in an electric vehicle with typical faults. It is shown
that the control allocation strategies give a less critical trajectory deviation compared
to an uncontrolled vehicle and a regular electronic stability control algorithm. An
experimental validation confirmed the potential of this type of fault handling using
one of the proposed control allocation strategies.
Driver-vehicle interaction has been experimentally analysed during various failure conditions with typical faults of an electric driveline both at urban and motorway speeds.
The driver reactions to the failure conditions were analysed and the extent to which
the drivers could handle a fault were investigated. The drivers as such proved to
be capable controllers by compensating for the occurring failures in time when they
were prepared for the eventuality of a failure. Based on the experimental data, a
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failure-sensitive driver model has been developed and evaluated for different failure
conditions. The suggested fault classification method was further verified with the
conducted experimental studies.
The interaction between drivers and a fault-tolerant control system with the occurrence
of a fault that affects the vehicle dynamic stability was investigated further. The
control allocation strategy has a positive influence on maintaining the intended path
and the vehicle stability, and supports the driver by reducing the necessary corrective
steering effort. This fault-tolerant control strategy has shown promising results and
its potential for improving traffic safety.
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Sammanfattning
Syftet med elektrifiering av chassi och drivlinesystem i vägfordon är att öka säkerheten och minska globala utsläpp och deras påverkan på miljön. Elektrifieringen
möjliggör även andra lösningar som förbättrar säkerheten, köregenskaper och komfort
för användaren. Denna trend leder till ett ökat antal nya komponenter och delsystem
i vägfordonen, såsom sensorer, aktuatorer och mjukvarukoder. Den ökande komplexiteten av fordonskomponenter och delsystem kan i sin tur orsaka fel oberoende av
varandra, eller genom att påverka varandra under drift, vilket kan leda till nya problem med trafiksäkerheten och kan försämra de dynamiska beteendena. Mekaniska,
elektriska, elektroniska eller mjukvarufel kan orsaka dessa fel isolerat eller genom att
påverkar varandra, vilket kan leda till potentiellt kritiska trafiksituationer eller till olyckor. Det finns däför ett behov av att analysera möjliga fel och deras inflytande på
det dynamiska beteendet hos vägfordon och undersöka deras inverkan på förar-fordon
samverkan samt att utveckla nya kontrollstrategier för felhantering.
En strukturerad metod för klassificering av fel med avseende på deras inverkan på den
längsgående, laterala och girrörelsen hos ett vägfordon föreslås. För att utvärdera den
föreslagna metoden har en stor mängd möjliga fel kartlagts och modellerats för att
identifiera relevanta fel som har en effekt på fordonets dynamiska beteende. Denna
felklassificeringsmetod identifierar nivån på kontrollerbarhet, det vill säga hur lätt
eller svårt det är för föraren och reglersystemet att korrigera störningen på fordonets
beteende orsakat av felet.
Feltoleranta reglerstrategier föreslås som kan hantera fel med en kritisk kontrollerbarhetsnivå för att upprätthålla fordonets stabilitet. Baserat på principen om kontrollallokering, har tre feltoleranta reglerstrategier föreslagits och utvärderats i en elbil med
typiska fel. Det visar sig att kontrollallokeringsstrategierna ger en mindre kursavvikelse
jämfört med ett oreglerat fordon och en vanlig elektronisk stabilitetskontrollalgoritm.
En experimentell validering bekräftade potentialen hos denna typ av felhantering med
hjälp av en av de föreslagna kontrollallokeringsstrategierna.
Förar-fordonssamverkan har experimentellt analyserats under olika feltillstånd med
typiska fel i en elektrisk drivlina både i stads- och motorvägshastigheter. Förarreaktioner på feltillstånd analyserades och det undersöktes i vilken utsträckning förarna
kunde hantera ett fel. Förarna visade sig vara kapabla att kontrollera fordonen genom
att kompensera för de förekommande felen när de var förberedda på ett fel. En förarmodell som har liknande beteende som förarna i experimenten när felet inträffar har
utvecklats och utvärderats för olika typer av felfall. Den föreslagna felklassificeringsmetoden verifierades ytterligare med de genomförda experimentella studierna.
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Samspelet mellan förare och ett feltolerant reglerstrategi vid förekomsten av ett fel som
påverkar fordonets dynamiska stabilitet undersöktes ytterligare. Kontrollallokeringsstrategin har en positiv inverkan på att upprätthålla den avsedda banan och fordonets stabilitet och hjälper föraren genom att minska den nödvändiga korrigerande
styrkraften. Denna feltoleranta reglerstrategi har visat lovande resultat och dess potential för att förbättra trafiksäkerheten.
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1 Introduction
This chapter presents recent technological developments in the field of driveline and
chassis systems for the next generations of electrified vehicles. Also dealt with is the
ongoing challenge of improving traffic safety in a world with globally increasing individual road transport. The potential hazards that can arise from these trends constitute
the foundation of the research performed for this thesis and have inspired its research
objectives.

1.1 Background
Road vehicles enable individual mobility and over the past century have become a
symbol of freedom, economic growth and prosperity. They have become the most
common mode of transport globally and continue to increase in number as incomes
rise and populations increase. The global passenger car fleet is projected to grow
from 870 million, which is the figure for 2011, to an estimated 1.7 billion for 2035 [1].
Most of the growth is expected after 2020 in the emerging economies, e.g. countries
like China and India, with predicted increases of +600 % and +1000 %, respectively.
The prediction for the OECD1 countries is modest growth, as the markets are already
saturated or are beginning to become saturated [1]. The growth of both the passenger
car fleet and the number of annual passenger kilometres relative to the gross domestic
product has also slowed down and is expected to stagnate in the OECD countries, as
examined in [2]. This ’peak car’ phenomenon can be explained by the fact that drivers
are changing their travel demands and shifting to other modes of transport, and by
a reversing trend in car travel by young adults [3]. The development concerning
the annual person kilometres of passenger cars is shown in Fig. 1.1 for the OECD
countries Germany, Sweden and the United States, and two emerging countries, China
and India [4], which have had a strong increase over the past two decades and are
expected to show further growth in coming decades.
The shortage of natural fossil fuel resources and the accelerated production of global
emissions need to be faced, and sustainable solutions have to be developed and implemented in a scenario where the global passenger car fleet is increasing and the number
of annual person kilometres is rising. Simultaneously, increasing attention has been
focused on safe road vehicles due to awareness campaigns run by legislators [5] and the
race for a competitive advantage in terms of safety in recent years. The electrification
1

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
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Figure 1.1: Trend for the number of annual person kilometres for passenger cars over
the past two decades in three OECD and two emerging countries based on
the OECD database [4].

of chassis and driveline systems is therefore considered a promising alternative means
of facing these challenges.
Electrification of road vehicles
With the introduction of fast, reliable and cheap micro-electronics, active chassis systems have found their way into road vehicles. New functionalities for increasing safety
margins and improving the handling capabilities of a vehicle have appeared. In 1978,
the anti-lock braking system (ABS) was first introduced by Bosch in series-production
vehicles, i.e. in the Mercedes-Benz S-Class and the BMW 7-Series. The ABS was followed by the traction control system (TCS) in 1987, and the first electronic stability
control system (ESC) in 1995 [6]. These active safety systems have proven valuable
for road safety and have become mandatory in many countries in recent years. Studies
analysing the effect of ESC in road vehicles have found that single-vehicle accidents
were reduced by 50 % by controlling the yaw motion through brake intervention [7].
Following this trend, various active chassis systems for different safety, handling and
comfort functions have been developed, enabling a better trade-off between the conflicting objectives of driving safety, vehicle handling and ride comfort in the same vehicle.
Further performance improvements can be achieved by adopting an integrated chassis
control approach that merges single control tasks into functional or directional control.
This makes it possible to reduce the trade-off between the comfort and the handling
of a vehicle through state-dependent control. Functional control determines the functional requirements and allocates specific functions to the vehicle or subsystems [8].
As an example, the cruise control function allocates torque requests to the engine and
the brake system in order to keep the speed constant on plane and inclined roads. Directional control defines the actuator states necessary to provide the vehicle with the
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desired directions of motion. In both cases the desired signals for each actuator depend
on the driving situation, the input of the driver and the actual dynamic limitations,
see [9–11].
A similar development has been taking place in driveline systems over the past decade.
New driveline concepts are moving towards full or partial electric propulsion. The
main driving forces behind this development are the future shortage of cheap natural
fossil fuel resources and the impact of traffic on the environment and the whole of
society. This has led to a political commitment resulting in the provision of incentives
for vehicles with lower local emissions and the introduction of legislative regulations
promoting such vehicles at the same time. Further, the emerging sustainability- and
environment-oriented mind-set of society, characterised by social responsibility and social acceptance of environmentally friendly solutions, is influencing the choices which
car buyers are making. The above-mentioned reduction in the cost of electronic components is a further catalysing factor for this development. It is estimated that the
combined effects of the above-mentioned developments will lead to an extensive growth
of the global electric vehicle2 (EV) stock from the current figure of about 0.2 million
units to 20 million units by the year 2020 [12].
The increasing number of actuators in chassis and driveline systems is leading to a
higher degree of over-actuation of road vehicles. A system is over-actuated if it has
more actuators than the number of degrees of freedom to control; i.e. one degree
of freedom is influenced by several actuators. This allows the force constraints of the
vehicle to be exploited at a high level and the vehicle can be controlled more freely [10].
Specific functions for vehicle dynamics can be integrated with an alternative set of
actuators and an adaptation of the control of these functions. One example of the
exploitation of over-actuation is an evasive manoeuvre performed to avoid obstacles,
e.g. a single lane change, which depends on the steering input of the driver, can be
supported by a one-sided brake actuation to increase the lateral displacement. Hence,
over-actuation has the potential to improve vehicle safety and handling. Furthermore,
it enables enhanced functions for driver and passenger comfort to be implemented.
Concepts like the ’Autonomous Corner Module’ are highly over-actuated systems that
enable control of the longitudinal, lateral and vertical motion at a wheel corner by a
set of actuators [13, 14]. Through integrating four such modules, one at each corner
of the vehicle, the pitch, roll and yaw motion can be controlled as well. Moreover, a
smaller packaging is possible and an increase of standardised components could reduce
the production cost. In addition, over-actuated vehicles can be optimised for energyrelated goals [15], and thus contributing to energy-efficient driving.
The increasing amount of electrification is adding more electric and electronic components to road vehicles which is providing support for a higher level of functional
2

The term electric vehicle is used in this thesis to represent vehicles with all forms of electrified
drivelines, regardless of the energy source (e.g. hydrogen for fuel cells or traction batteries). The
term also includes hybrid electric vehicles with partially electric drivelines.
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integration. This trend is resulting in a growing complexity of vehicle systems, with
different subsystems and components communicating with each other, applying data
from the same sensors and requesting states from the same actuators. More components and a higher complexity can lead to more possible faults. If a fault actually
occurs and develops into a component or subsystem failure, the vehicle stability can
deteriorate, which can result in safety-critical situations or even accidents.
The occurrence of faults cannot be completely avoided at all times. Hence, the vehicle
should be able to handle faults in such a way that normal operation is retained or
the vehicle is brought to a safe stop. Control systems that are commonly used in
robotics and aeronautics can be adapted and applied to increase the vehicle safety.
These so-called fault-tolerant control systems have high reliability and allow the normal
completion of a task after a fault has occurred [16]. Over-actuation of a vehicle can
be exploited by adapting the desired control strategy to be able to handle a fault
appropriately. Fault-tolerant control strategies are able to reduce the severity of faults.
Fig. 1.2 shows a vehicle with and without a fault-tolerant control strategy and a driver
in the loop. In this example, a fault that leads to a braking failure in the left rear
wheel results in a situation when only the vehicle with fault-tolerant control (see the
green trajectory) keeps the vehicle stable to avoid an accident. If the driver reacts in
time and initiates an appropriate counter-steering measure (see the yellow trajectory),
the vehicle can still regain its planned path. Without an appropriate driver reaction
and control, the vehicle’s stability may be lost (see the red trajectory).
Fault-tolerant control and functional safety are considered highly important for reliability and dependability in autonomous driving. Currently, intensive development
efforts are being made to catalyse the process of introducing autonomous road vehicles. While such a vehicle is driving autonomously, the driver is decoupled from the
tasks of vehicle navigation, path tracking and vehicle stabilisation and is substituted
by a vehicle control system executing these tasks. In the event of a disturbance such
as crosswind or a fault that leads to a failure affecting the vehicle dynamic behaviour,
these three tasks still have to be fulfilled. Fault-tolerant control can provide support
in finding viable solutions, especially for the path tracking and stabilisation tasks.

Motivation

Figure 1.2: Failure during normal operation of a road vehicle.
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1.2 Research objective
The challenges of the trends in chassis and driveline electrification, in combination
with the continuing growth of individual road transport, have inspired the research
objectives of this thesis. The goals of the research for this thesis are to characterise
the influence of different failure modes on the dynamic behaviour of vehicles and the
associated driver-vehicle interaction, as well as develop fault-tolerant control strategies
to compensate for these failure modes. The central research question of this thesis is
formulated as follows:
To what extent do different failure modes influence the dynamic behaviour of vehicles
and driver reactions, and how can critical failure modes be prevented by exploiting
over-actuation through fault-tolerant control strategies?
More specifically, this thesis focuses on the three main themes of faults, control and
drivers, resulting in the following research questions (RQ).
• Classification of faults in electric vehicles
– Which faults are relevant for vehicle stability? (RQ 1.1)
– How severe is each fault and what is its influence on the dynamic behaviour
of electric vehicles? (RQ 1.2)
– What methods can be used to classify faults according to their controllability? (RQ 1.3)
• Control strategies for fault handling
– How can the vehicle stability under a failure condition be improved? (RQ
2.1)
– How do over-actuation and fault-tolerant control strategies improve vehicle
safety? (RQ 2.2)
– How does a suitable fault-tolerant control strategy influence the driver behaviour? (RQ 2.3)
• Driver-vehicle behaviour during a failure condition
– How do drivers react to a fault that leads to a critical failure mode? (RQ
3.1)
– Can driver behaviour be generalised based on different failure conditions?
(RQ 3.2)
– How can the driver behaviour during a failure condition be modelled? (RQ
3.3)
– How does the driver react to a failure when fault-tolerant control is implemented? (RQ 3.4)
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1.3 Research approach
The main research question as well as the three subsets of more specific research
questions are discussed and answered with different methods that are applied in this
work. In the following, these questions and their corresponding methods are presented
and linked to the appended papers and chapters of this thesis. In addition, a process
map visualises this thesis in Fig. 1.3.
The first part of this work introduces the different aspects of this multi-disciplinary
research area of fault-tolerant over-actuated electrified road vehicles. Therefore, a
comprehensive survey (see Paper A and sections 2.1, 2.2 and 3.3) provides an overview
of the relevant research fields and presents the challenges that might occur for these
new types of road vehicles. Possible solutions for these challenges are suggested and
methods derived from other fields of research are identified.
After this introduction to the field, the first subset of research questions, RQ 1.1–1.3,
are approached with a fault analysis and fault classification. A broad simulation study
is conducted to find faults that have a distinct effect on the dynamic behaviour of a
vehicle. A large set of different faults is systematically collected in a failure mode and
effect analysis, modelled in detail in a high-fidelity vehicle model and analysed for a
common set of driving manoeuvres. A method for the classification of faults according
to their influence on the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle is further proposed (see Paper
B and sections 2.3–2.5).
Based on this fault analysis, corresponding failure modes are determined for further
investigations in simulation and experimental studies with fault-tolerant control (see
sections 3.2 and 3.3) and with driver in the loop (see section 4.2). The selected failure
modes describe speed-dependent brake torques on one of the rear wheels.
The influence of different failure conditions on the vehicle and the corresponding driver
reactions are analysed in a driving simulator study and an experimental field study.
Both studies approach the research questions RQ 3.1 and 3.2 by analysing a group of
drivers for each failure condition. Each of the studies analysed a straight-line driving
manoeuvre and two cornering manoeuvres. The driving simulator is applied for high
speed manoeuvres to ensure the safety (see Paper C and section 4.2.1), while the
urban speeds are tested in a modified electric vehicle on a test track (see Paper D
and section 4.2.1). A high and a low speed range can therefore be tested and allow to
draw conclusions for both ranges. Further, differences between a driving simulator and
a real road vehicle become apparent. A method of determining driver reaction times
for the steering wheel and the accelerator pedal is derived and applied to both studies.
Driver-vehicle interactions are discussed with regard to vehicle and traffic safety and
are evaluated with the proposed fault classification method.
The research question RQ 3.3 is attacked by a failure-sensitive driver model that
resembles the behaviour of humans during a sudden brake torque on one of the rear
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wheels (see Paper E and section 4.3). This model is based on the measurements from
the driving simulator study presented in Paper C.
The effect of fault-tolerant control systems without driver in the loop investigates the
answers of research questions RQ 2.1 and 2.2 (see Papers F and G and sections
3.2 and 3.3). Different control allocation strategies are analysed for a failure mode
during a high speed cornering manoeuvre and for straight-line driving at urban speeds.
The strategies are applied in an electric vehicle with four wheel hub motors and are
evaluated on their suitability for maintaining the trajectory and implementability in a
vehicle. One optimal control allocation strategy and two simplified control allocation
strategies based on the pseudoinverse matrix inversion are analysed and compared to

State-of-the-art survey

Paper A

Simulation study on fault effects

Literature studies / Discussions / pre-studies

•
•
•

Electric vehicle with 4 wheel hub motors
Various vehicle speeds and curvatures
Large set of relevant faults

Paper B

Fault classification method
Choice of faults
External
cooperation

Experimental studies on driver behaviour
•
•

Strong brake torque on one rear wheel
Straight-line and cornering manoeuvre

Driving simulator

Electric vehicle

•

•

Motorway speeds

Paper C
Driver reaction
time method

Urban speeds

Simulation study on fault-tolerant control

Failure-sensitive driver model

•
•
•

•

Straight-line and cornering manoeuvre
Urban and motorway speeds
Brake torque on left rear wheel

Optimal control
allocation

•

Resembles human behaviour for
healthy and faulty vehicle
Motorway speeds

Pseudoinverse
control allocation

Paper D

Paper E
Paper F

Experimental study on fault-tolerant control and driver behaviour
•
•

Pseudoinverse control allocation strategy
Straight-line manoeuvre and strong brake torque on left rear wheel

Paper G

Figure 1.3: Process map of this thesis with simulations, experiments, modelling and
resulting papers.
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one another. One pseudoinverse control allocation strategy is further evaluated in an
experimental field study without a driver in the loop (see Paper G).
The interaction effects of combining a fault-tolerant control system and a driver is
studied in Paper G and also in section 4.2.1. The research questions RQ 2.3 and
3.4 are answered by this experimental study. The previously mentioned pseudoinverse
control allocation strategy was implemented in a prototype vehicle and the failure mode
was triggered while the drivers were driving on a straight road. No fault information
was given to the drivers.
The thesis consists of the seven appended papers that are mentioned above. The
distribution of the three main themes of this thesis, i.e. faults, control and drivers, are
shown in Fig. 1.4 for the appended papers.

Faults

Faults

Faults

Faults

Faults

Partial focu

Paper A

Paper B

Papers C, D, E

Paper F

Paper G

Legend

Figure 1.4: The content of the appended papers divided into the three main themes
(The darker an area is, the greater is the focus on the theme concerned).
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2 Classification of faults in road vehicles
This chapter defines the terminology used and presents an overview of different types
of faults that can occur in a road vehicle. Statistical trends in road vehicle breakdowns,
component and system failures as well as accidents due to technical failures are analysed. An overview of different objective evaluation criteria on vehicle handling is
presented. Finally, a methodology for classifying faults according to their influence on
the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle is presented and exemplified.

2.1 Terminology
A fault inside a component or a subsystem of a road vehicle can lead to a system failure
that affects normal vehicle operation and deteriorates the vehicle’s dynamic stability.
In this context, the terms fault, error, malfunction, failure and failure mode can be
distinguished [17–20]. These terms are also applied in the ISO 26262 functional safety
standard for road vehicles [21].
A fault is the basic defect and is defined as the unpermitted deviation of at least one
characteristic property of the system from the acceptable, usual or standard condition.
It occurs on the physical level and can be either of hardware or of software type. It may
not affect the correct functioning of the system and even be independent of whether
the system is in operation or not. It is therefore often difficult to detect a fault. A
fault can occur abruptly, transiently or intermittently and may initiate a malfunction
or even a failure of the system. Malfunctions and failures are events that usually arise
after start-up or when increasing the stress on a system. Examples of a fault can be
a tyre that has a puncture (i.e. a hole occurs in the tyre), a bad solder spot on a
semiconductor in the inverter of an electric driveline or a leakage in the brake fluid
piping.
An error is defined as the discrepancy between a computed, observed or measured
value or condition, and the true, specified, or theoretically correct value or condition.
It is a mismatch of desired and actual state on the process level that is caused by the
fault and can lead to a failure. In case of the given examples of faults, corresponding
errors are low tyre pressure due to a hole, an incorrect output signal from the inverter
or if the brake fluid drops to a low level.
A malfunction is an intermittent irregularity in the fulfilment of a system’s desired
function. It can be seen as a temporal interruption of the system that degrades the
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performance of the system while the system does not fail. It can become permanent
and lose its performance completely, leading to a failure. The semiconductor can have
interrupted connectivity due to for example vibrations and therefore may be intermittently operational. The pressure drop in the tyre leads to a malfunctioning vehicle
with degraded performance. A malfunction in the inverter degrades the performance
of the electric driveline. The brake system malfunctions when the driver applies the
brake pedal and braking performance is degraded.
A failure is the termination of the ability of an element to perform a function as
required. It acts on the operational level and is the observed deviation from the requirement. The user perceives the failure as being the problem. It can occur randomly
or systematically. The manner in which a failure occurs is defined as the failure mode.
In the first example, the tyre’s low pressure can lead to vehicle instability and the
entire vehicle system fails. The inverter fails to deliver the requested torque to the
electric driveline and cannot operate as desired. Braking performance is degraded and
the brake system fails to deliver the requested braking torque.
Based on these terms, a definition of the term failure condition is suggested and
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. A failure condition describes the failure and its failure mode
as well as the conducted manoeuvre and the situation in which the failure occurs.
The manoeuvre describes the vehicle speed, curvature, friction levels and the vehicle
state (steady-state or transient). The situation defines the environment the vehicle is
located in, e.g. urban or motorway, and information about the traffic situation.
The term controllability subsumes the ability to avoid a specified harm or damage
through the timely reactions of the persons involved, possibly with support from external measures. If a driver can handle a failure under normal operation, the controllability is high, while a low level is safety-critical.
The term availability describes the capability of a system to be in a state to execute
the function required under given conditions, at a certain time or in a given period,
supposing the required external resources are available.

2.2 Faults in electrified vehicles
Faults can be of mechanical, electric1 , electronic2 and software3 types and can have
different characteristics that occur in various forms, time behaviours and extents. An
overview of faults is shown in Table 2.1. Incorrect specifications, design mistakes or
coding errors lead to systematic faults in mechanical components, electronic hardware
1
2
3
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The term electric defines the general concept of electricity, i.e. generation, distribution, transformation and utilisation of electricity applying electrical elements.
The term electronic describes devices that are powered by electricity and consist of one or more
electric devices.
The term software describes the program code that is used to control electronic devices.

2.2 Faults in electrified vehicles

Subsystem/
component

Environment

Traffic

Failure mode

Situation

Failure condition
Status (steady
vs. transient)

Error

Manoeuvre
Fault
Friction
Speed
Curvature

Figure 2.1: Dependencies of defined terms.

and software. Random faults occur mostly in electronic and electric hardware components with all kinds of time behaviour. Electronic and software faults can appear to
either extent, while mechanical and electric faults occur on a local level [19]. A brief
overview of fault types and their causes is presented in Papers A and B. Faults influencing vehicle directional stability of road vehicles can be derived from breakdown and
accident statistics of road vehicles and their components that are based on technical
failures.
Table 2.1: Different types of faults [19].

Type of fault
Systematic
Form
Random
Permanent
Abrupt
Transient
Time
behaviour Intermittent
Noise
Drift
Local
Extent
Global

Mechanical
x

Electric
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Electronic
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Software
x
x
x
x

x
x

Traffic accidents due to faults
An estimated number of 1.24 million people die in road accidents every year according
to the World Health Organisation [5], and another 20 to 50 million sustain non-fatal
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injuries that can cause permanent impairment. This makes road traffic injuries the
eighth leading cause of death globally, and the foremost cause of death for young
people aged 15–29 [5]. Focusing on individual countries, the reported estimates are
more than 275,000 fatalities in China, about 230,000 fatalities in India and close to
40,000 fatalities in the United States. Within the European Union (EU), 31,000 road
fatalities were reported in 2010. The total number of injured persons is almost 1.5
million in the same year [22]. The accident statistics from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) give an overview of injuries in the United
States between 2005 and 2007 [23]. 0.8 % of all accidents are fatal. Accidents with
incapacitating injuries account for 10.5 %, while light and non-incapacitating injuries
account for 36 %. About half of all accidents do not involve injuries.
Despite the increase in road vehicles and annual person kilometres, the accident statistics show positive trends in fatal accidents per capita for close to 90 countries including
China [4, 5], see Fig. 2.2 (a). Putting fatalities into the perspective of total person
kilometres travelled as in Fig. 2.2 (b), most countries show positive trends. This development can be attributed to stricter legislations in many countries specifically for
drunk driving and speeding. A large portion can also be credited to the enhancement
of passive and active safety systems. The statistics presented in [22, 24] show that the
number of fatalities and injuries decreased significantly following the introduction of
passive safety systems such as the safety belt [25, 26] and airbags. This positive effect
is also seen for active safety systems such as ESC, as described earlier [7].
150
Annual fatalities per billion person kilometres

Annual fatalities per million inhabitants
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(a) Reported fatalities per million in- (b) Fatalities per billion person kilohabitants.
metres.
Figure 2.2: Development of fatalities in road accidents over the past two decades [4].

Accidents occur for many different reasons and factors such as weather conditions,
crowded traffic situations or driver behaviour to give some examples. These reasons
and factors can be grouped into different categories, viz. driver, external disturbances
and technical failures. Most of all accidents are attributed to the driver, i.e. more than
75 % according to [23]. Recognition, decision, performance and non-performance errors
can be made by the driver. These categories can be interconnected for any accident,
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as seen from the NHTSA statistics. A driver can for instance decide to take a curve
too fast under icy weather conditions, which however would need a reduction in speed
in order to avoid an accident. External disturbances that are caused by deteriorated
driving conditions or obstacles on the road are therefore the cause of more than 50 %
of all accidents with any kind of injury. Accident causes due to technical failures of
vehicles are in the order of 10 % in Germany [24].
Even though most accidents occur without harming traffic participants, there is a
strong need to reduce this number further. Every accident that can be avoided not
only increases the safety of individuals, but also reduces the social costs of traffic
accidents4 , which are significant [27].
Technical breakdowns of road vehicles can lead to accidents, compromising the safety
of the occupants and the surrounding traffic. Breakdown statistics of passenger cars
are studied to obtain an overview of the main reasons for stranded vehicles and hazardous situations. NHTSA showed that one out of ten accidents is due to mechanical
reasons [23]. Mostly, these accidents were caused by tyre deficiencies, but also faults in
subsystems such as brakes, steering, suspension or engine were registered. The breakdown statistics of the German Automobile Club ADAC for the years 2009 through
2012 give an indication of the main causes of passenger car breakdowns in Germany5 ,
see Fig. 2.3. It shows a high rate of over 41 % for faults in electric components such as
battery, starter motor or generator. Electronic and software faults are mainly due to
internal combustion engine (ICE) control and account for 19 %. Breakdowns based on
mechanical faults (excluding the ICE mechanics with 14 %) account for 13.5 % [28].
The mitigation of technical breakdowns and thus the reliability of road vehicles, is
crucial to traffic safety. Faults are potential sources of hazards in traffic, leading to
accidents every day. Recent studies from the United Kingdom and Germany have
shown that technical faults which would fail regular roadworthiness tests, are present
in up to 10 % of cars at any point in time. For this reason, the Council of the EU
updated the rules on periodic roadworthiness tests for motor vehicles to toughen up
the testing regime and widen its scope [29,30]. Nevertheless, the statistics are likely to
change with the increasing number of EVs in the vehicle fleet. The existing vehicle fleet
already has a high rate of electric, electronic and software faults. Assuming an increase
in EVs in the fleet, new high-voltage components and active subsystems are likely to
have a greater impact on the number of vehicle breakdowns. In order to quantify
possible scenarios, breakdown analyses of several classic mechanical components and
emerging electric and electronic components from other applications are shown in the
next section.
4

5

The social cost of (road) traffic accidents includes the physical damage to vehicles, environment,
infrastructure and property, legal, police, and emergency service costs, costs of injuries and fatalities, such as medical and funeral costs, psychological costs of pain and suffering, and production
losses [27].
The percentages are mean values from the ADAC breakdown statistics 2009 to 2012.
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other
(e.g. puncture)
mechanical
(engine)

electric

mechanical
electronic
and software

Figure 2.3: Distribution of faults causing vehicle breakdowns in Germany 2009 – 2012
[28].

Mechanical components
Mechanical components in road vehicles are usually based on mature technologies
and thus designed and manufactured with such high quality standards that faults
only occur due to wear or lack of maintenance. Mechanical problems still occur often
according to different accident statistics. The distribution over the different mechanical
systems of reported technical faults that have led to accidents in a passenger car are
shown in Fig. 2.4 for Germany and the United States.
The most common cause of accidents due to technical reasons are tyre deficiencies.
The tyre has the function of transferring directional forces to the ground. Depending
on vehicle weight, tyre pressure and tyre dimensions, the area of force transfer is about
150 cm2 for one tyre [32], i.e. the size of a flat palm of the hand. The requirements
of a tyre for road vehicles cover different safety aspects such as high adhesion during
various operating conditions, enduring high speed capability, small dynamic wheel
loads and emergency running properties. A trade-off between economic aspects like a
high service life or low rolling resistance and comfort aspects such as good damping
properties and a low noise level has to be found [33]. At the same time, the production
quality has to be ensured and regular maintenance is necessary. A production batch
of poor quality or lack of maintenance can affect driving safety. Tyre-related faults
include inadequate tread depth, tyre underinflation, brittle rubber through ageing or
extreme climatic conditions. Tyre-related faults were found in 1.6 % of vehicles during
mandatory vehicle inspections in Germany 2013 [34]. A recent cumulative study found
that 20 % of passenger cars in the EU had at least one under-inflated tyre, more than
10 % had too small a thread depth, and 30 % of summer tyres (10 % of winter tyres)
were damaged or showed signs of ageing [35]. Resulting failure modes are blowouts or
flat tyres, tyre deficiency and tyre property degradation. A distribution of tyre-related
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of technical faults reported for passenger car accidents.

accident sources in Germany can be found in Fig. 2.5. NHTSA analysed tyre-related
causes in accidents and found that 78,392 accidents with 10,275 non-fatal injuries and
414 fatalities occurred in 2003 [23]. Between 2005 and 2007, tyre faults in one or more
vehicles were found in 9 % of the 2.2 million analysed accidents [36]. Between 1996
and 2002, accidents involving tyre blow-outs were responsible for 6.7 % of accidents
on the French motorway network, most attributed to poor tyre maintenance [37]. In
2012 and 2013, tyre faults were the cause of fewer than 3,800 and 3,600 accidents in
Germany [34, 38], i.e. 0.9 % of all reported accidents. In the United Kingdom [39],
656 accidents were tyre-related in 2013, i.e. 2 % of all reported accidents. Precautions
like mandatory tyre pressure monitoring systems have been introduced and positive
effects are expected to become visible over time with their market penetration [36].
Additionally, awareness campaigns by different institutions and tyre companies have
been started to increase driver’s safety consciousness [35].
The main task of the service brake system is retardation of the vehicle. It transforms a
deceleration request by the driver or a control system (e.g. ABS or ESC) into a brake
force on all wheels or an individual wheel. As a safety-relevant system, a redundant
implementation with two independent hydraulic brake circuits (pneumatic for trucks)
is mandatory for passenger cars. The main components are brake pedal, tandem
master cylinder, brake booster, brake callipers including pads, brake discs or drums
and valves, piping and connectors. Drastic improvements have been achieved with the
introduction of the tandem master cylinder, which enabled a redundant brake circuit
and the introduction of disc brakes on the front axle as default. Based on this technical
requirement, an estimated 50,000 accidents have been prevented in the United States
annually since the 1970s [40]. Of the 2.7 million passenger cars inspected in 2013, 11 %
had faults on the service brake, of which 5.1 % were related to piping and connectors,
3.5 % to brake discs and drums, and 2.3 % to worn brake pads [34]. These faults can
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Figure 2.5: Causes of tyre-related accidents [31].

lead to a deterioration in brake performance up to a complete failure of the service
brake. Between 2005 and 2007, 1 % of accidents were service brake related [23]. In the
United Kingdom [39], 742 accidents were service brake related in 2013, or 2.3 % of all
accidents.
A minor influence on accidents is attributed to steering and suspension system. Typical
faults are damaged linkages, worn bushings or ball joints, and wheel bearing failure.
This can lead to a loss of steering feel (play), degraded directional stability or even
loss of a wheel or steerability. In the United Kingdom [39], 287 accidents were related
to the steering and suspension in 2013.
Vehicle failures due to mechanical faults can often be avoided by a high level of maintenance. Beyond that, fault-tolerant control strategies can reduce the probability of
dangerous situations due to mechanical faults.
Electric driveline components
In the literature, only little has been found on components specifically for electric
drivelines of road vehicles. Therefore, the results of reliability studies conducted for
the two main components in an electric driveline, i.e. electrical machine and electronic
power converter, are analysed here.
The reliability of electrical machines is the aim of several analyses. When studying
large-scale electrical AC drives, it can be found that about 50 % of all failures have
mechanical causes in bearings, stator windings and external equipment [41]. Most
mechanical failures (95 %) occur due to bearing failures. Winding failures cause only
5 % of the failures in the analysed directly driven electrical machines, without interim
gearbox [42]. These findings indicate typical failures in electric machines, although
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they may be of different kinds due to different application patterns and environmental
conditions. A recent survey studied mechanical failure modes in wheel hub motors [43].
High risk potential was found for static and dynamic eccentricity of the rotor and stator.
Excessive vibrations and bearing failures are other critical causes of failure.
The reliability of electronic power converters has been a subject of research for years
in areas where high reliability is necessary, e.g. megawatt rated variable speed drive
systems and uninterruptible power supplies [44, 45]. Solutions that are easy to implement are often applied. Simple redundancy solutions such as a second power source
on stand-by are technically not feasible in for example aircraft design due to weight
and packaging restrictions and cannot be justified due to cost [42]. This applies in
automotive design in a similar way. Fig. 2.6 shows a basic analysis of failure mechanisms and probabilities of an electromechanical actuator in aircraft design. A study by
Kastha and Bose investigated selected failure modes of a voltage-fed inverter running
induction machines [46]. They identified and simulated important faults:
•
•
•
•

input supply single line to ground fault,
rectifier diode short circuit fault,
transistor base drive open fault and
transistor short circuit fault.

This analysis shows the zones of operation where the drive can continue to operate
safely in a degraded mode, which is crucial information for a high reliability process
and its fault-tolerant control. The results can be extended to other converter configurations or drives with other types of control. The reliability of power electronics has
been an important issue since the early power electronics applications, but has greatly
improved in recent years. A survey of requirements and expectations of reliability in
electronic power converters was carried out by Yang [47]. According to this survey,
power semiconductor devices are ranked as the most fragile components, followed by
capacitors and gate drives, whereas failures caused by resistor or inductor faults are
fairly rare. Failures at semiconductor level are mainly caused by mechanical errors due
to overload, temperature or moisture as well as quick transient behaviour of the system. The quality of mechanical components within electric or electronic components
for power converters is therefore crucial to system dependability. Mechanical failures
seem to be the most likely kind of failure and quality in development and manufacturing is therefore absolute necessity. However, it also shows the need for solutions that
can handle these faults. The development of fault-tolerant control systems can thus
ensure safe vehicles and handle failures that cannot be diminished.
Software and electronics
Software faults are systematic types of faults and can be distinguished from hardware
faults occurring in mechanical and electric components. Software is deterministic and
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Loss of
actuator:
1.0 · 10−9
Mechanical failure:

2.2 · 10−6

Motor winding failure:

1.4 · 10−8

Controller failure:

8.6 · 10−5

Power supply failure:

5.4 · 10−5

Command signal failure: 1.3 · 10−5
Figure 2.6: Probability of failures in an electromechanical actuator [42].

does not change until an updated version overwrites the current version or the microcontroller and its memory are changed, i.e. the output produced by a specific input
will always be the same as long as the software is not changed [48]. This makes it
resistant to external influences; however, a redundancy with the exact same software
does not work either as a fault is merely reproduced. Redundancy can be enabled by
using different software and programming languages or different development teams.
The probability of component and system failures in aircraft design are extremely low,
as shown in Fig. 2.6. Bennett [42] analysed different studies on failure types and found
that most common failures are due to command signals, i.e. software faults. Software
is much less standardised and far more complex than hardware. The range of faults
can cover everything from a silent fault, that is not detected by the vehicle, to a fault
that leads to an unstable vehicle. Therefore, most of the failures that occur on the
vehicle level can potentially be based on software faults. Functional safety is critical
for active systems in vehicles, e.g. ABS and ESC, as failures or malfunctions in these
systems can have serious implications for passenger and traffic safety. A study that
addresses this type of challenges that emerge from active safety systems is conducted
in [49]. It analyses driver-vehicle interaction for an automated braking system in a
heavy vehicle during a split friction condition.
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Table 2.2: Example of fault collection and FMEA.

Failure:
Failure effect:
Modelling comment:
Fault item:
Wheel hub
motor

Dynamic brake torque on wheel
Negative torque delivered (only in the fieldweakening range)
Disable power electronics during operation in
the field-weakening range

Fault:
Malfunctioning
temperature
sensor leads to
inverter shutdown

Error:
Electro-magnetic
stator field that
suppresses
the
rotor field vanishes

Failure:
Incorrect inverter
voltage leads to
braking torque

2.3 Fault collection and modelling
Based on a literature survey and expert knowledge, a systematic mind mapping approach for fault collection was applied and a failure mode and effect analysis was carried out for a battery-electric vehicle. Each subsystem along the physical path of the
vehicle was studied, from the tyre contact patch via the different subsystems for directional vehicle control to the traction battery and the software controller. The electric
driveline containing power electronics and electrical machines, which are permanent
magnet synchronous machines (PMSM), was also studied. The study was limited to
these components and subsystems. The low voltage system, i.e. communication buses,
micro-controllers, sensors and actuators, was not included as the number of faults to
be analysed would increase exponentially. Paper B summarises 251 potential faults
and more than 600 variations considering the different possible locations where the
fault can occur on the vehicle. Failure effects of the faults on vehicle behaviour were
analysed and faults with similar effects are pooled in fault groups.
An example of a failure mode and effect analysis is shown in Table 2.2 for a fault
group representing an inverter shutdown. Events like over-current, high temperature
or a signal-cable breakdown can cause an inverter shutdown. The inverter shutdown
shows its potential risk especially in the field-weakening range. While operating at a
speed below the nominal speed of the electrical machine, the torque will be reduced
to zero in case of a failure. The inverter will produce a magnetic field in the stator,
counteracting the magnetic field of the magnet in the rotor if the working speed is above
this nominal speed. This helps the machine to turn faster than the nominal speed at the
cost of less torque development. If the inverter shuts down during the field-weakening,
the suppression of the natural magnetic field disappears and the PMSM develops a
braking torque. This braking torque is heavily dependent on the speed of the PMSM
and increases at higher speeds. The faulty brake torque is also dependent on the
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Figure 2.7: Average fault torque T i on the i-th wheel and actual fault torques TF on
the shaft of the electric machine for the driveline model and the simplified
fault torque model during an inverter shutdown with fault induction at
t = 0 s. Note the offset of the simplified model by 100 Nm for visualisation
purposes. The look-up tables of the correction factor Kc , mean value KT
and amplitude K|T | are displayed as well.

PMSM design (e.g. number of poles and active length) and its working conditions (e.g.
rotational speed and magnet temperature).
This fault group is modelled based on an electric driveline simulation model (Paper
B). Due to time restrictions and the high computing time, this model was simplified
and implemented with a non-linear equation employing three look-up tables. The
average fault torque acting on the wheel for this generic model is shown in Fig. 2.7
and can be modified easily by adjusting the gearbox ratio between PMSM and wheel.
The described example considers a gearbox ratio of 1:1.6. The modelled and discretised
fault torque characteristics are also shown for the operating point Mdes = 100 Nm and
ω = 170 s−1 of this fault. Rapid torque decrease and quick settling time around the
mean of the fault torque are seen in the behaviour. The discretised fault torque MF
is described by the correction factor Kc , the mean value KT and the amplitude K|T |
according to
TF (t) = KT (ω) − K|T | (ω)sin(Kc (ω)πt).

(2.1)

Its parameters for the first quadrant of the electrical machine are found in the look-up
tables shown in Fig. 2.7. Parameters are defined in the Nomenclature. The reader is
referred to Papers B and I for more information on fault collection, grouping and
modelling.
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2.4 Objective evaluation criteria
Vehicles are evaluated according to subjective and objective criteria. Subjective criteria are human descriptions of a vehicle’s behaviour. Objective criteria on the other
hand depend only upon measured parameters. A selection of parameters that can be
used for objective evaluation are shown in Table 2.3 and the vehicle nomenclature is
illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The criteria can further be distinguished between stationary
and non-stationary evaluation. For the objective evaluation of the vehicle behaviour
during a fault, non-stationary criteria are necessary as a fault can suddenly arise and
change the vehicle states during operation.
Table 2.3: Measurable parameters applicable in objective evaluation of vehicle behaviour [6].

Measurable parameter

Symbol

Longitudinal, lateral and vertical acceleration

ax , ay , az

Longitudinal and lateral velocity

vx , vy

Longitudinal and lateral position

X, Y , Z

Yaw acceleration, yaw velocity and yaw angle

ψ̈, ψ̇, ψ

Roll acceleration, roll velocity and roll angle

φ̈, φ̇, φ

Pitch acceleration, pitch velocity and pitch angle

θ̈, θ̇, θ

Longitudinal and lateral deviation from reference course

∆x, ∆y

Body slip angle

β

Slip angle on front and rear axle

αf , αr

Steering angle velocity and steering angle

δ̇, δ

Stationary evaluation
The most common criterion for objective evaluation is the understeering behaviour
of a vehicle. The original determination of understeering behaviour is defined as the
difference between front and rear slip angle. As soon as the front slip angle is larger
than the rear one, the vehicle understeers [6]. It can also be defined by the understeering gradient, also often referred to as the self-steering gradient. The understeering
gradient is the steering angle gradient described as a function of lateral acceleration.
Thus, if the steering angle has an exponential increase for a manoeuvre with constant
speed, while lateral acceleration shows a linear increase, the understeering gradient
is positive, corresponding to an understeered vehicle. This counts vice versa for oversteering. The vehicle is neutral-steered if both parameters have a linear relationship,
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i.e. the understeering gradient is zero. This evaluation criterion is stationary and used
to determine basic vehicle handling properties. In this work, transient behaviour of
the vehicle is of interest, thus focussing on non-stationary evaluation criteria.
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Figure 2.8: Vehicle nomenclature, describing the parameters listed in Table 2.3.

Non-stationary evaluation
Usually, the objective evaluation measures for vehicle stability and handling are of
non-stationary character. Numerous criteria describing non-stationary driving can be
found in the literature. The vehicle is seen as a system in control theory, i.e. the
vehicle can be described as a transfer function. The inputs can be in lateral (step,
sinus or impulse steer) or longitudinal direction (braking or accelerating) or triggered
by external disturbances (crosswind). The outputs describe the vehicle handling properties and are related to the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion. Several common
non-stationary evaluation criteria that are of interest for the evaluation of faults are
described below.
The deviation from the intended vehicle states is a measure that can be applied to all
parameters mentioned in Table 2.3 and is widely used. Vehicle states with and without
a fault or different control strategies during a failure condition can then be compared
on how well the planned vehicle states are sustained or can be regained. This deviation
can be subject to a certain point in time, e.g. speed reduction at the end of a braking
manoeuvre, or the maximum or minimum value of a parameter within a defined time
period. The latter is generally used, as several of the following evaluation criteria
show. An additional criterion is the bandwidth, that can be determined between the
maximum and minimum values of a parameter within a defined time period [50].
A typical objective measure that is widely adopted for vehicle characterisation is the
step steering manoeuvre, whereby a predefined steering wheel angle is introduced
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Figure 2.9: Step steer input and step response of the yaw velocity including the characteristic parameters [51].

into the vehicle. The step response of the vehicle is described by the time delays tψ̇
until 90 % of the final vehicle reaction is reached and tψ̇,max until the first maximum.
Further, the overshoot characteristics are determined with the step response overshoot
ratio P O = ψ̇max/ψ̇stat , see Fig. 2.9. A small time delay, a low overshoot and a fast decay
of the yaw rate response are desirable. However, these values conflict each other [6].
This evaluation criterion can be applied to put different faults into perspective, Hereby,
the fault acts on the yaw motion in a similar way to the described step function on
the steering wheel.
Another common evaluation criterion is the sinusoidal steering manoeuvre. A sinusoidal steering wheel input with a fixed amplitude between 0.2 and 2 Hz is introduced
in the vehicle. The frequency response of the vehicle reaction is described by the amplitude ratio and the phase shift of the steering wheel input and the output signal,
which can for instance be lateral acceleration or yaw rate, see Fig. 2.10 [6, 51]. ElGindy et al. [52, 53] evaluated the sensitivity of the yaw rate response to sinusoidal
steering input. With increasing speed of the vehicle the yaw rate amplitude ratio and
its sensitivity increase logarithmically. They conclude that the location of the centre of
gravity has the strongest influence on the yaw rate amplitude ratio. One of El-Gindy’s
previous studies deals with the vehicle’s directional response during rapid lane-change
manoeuvres. It is pointed out that the phase shift must be minimised to obtain better
directional response, and thus the lateral stiffness of the rear tyres must be greater
than that of the front tires [54]. Substituting the steering wheel input with a fault that
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initiates a yaw motion, the yaw rate amplitude can be used to compare different faults
or control strategies as well as various vehicle types to one another, see Paper G.
Yaw velocity ψ̇

ψ̇, δ
ψ̇
δ

Time

∆t

Steering wheel angle δ

Figure 2.10: Sinusoidal steering wheel input and yaw velocity response [51].

Crolla et al. [55] assessed vehicle handling criteria employing subjective-objective correlation. It was found that the frequency response results, i.e. lateral acceleration
gain, yaw rate gain, steering gain and steering phase, are highly significant for the
entire vehicle response characteristics over the whole frequency range. This proves
that frequency response should be of greater value for vehicle performance assessment.
The study also shows the correlation between roll angle, lateral acceleration and yaw
rate.
Lincke et al. [56] found that the objective evaluation criteria, peak response times of
yaw rate and body slip angle of a transient response, steady-state body slip angle and
TB-value correlate strongly with subjective vehicle evaluations of test drivers. The
TB-value is determined by multiplying the yaw rate peak response time with the final
static body slip angle of a step-steer manoeuvre. These criteria were verified by the
results found in [57, 58].
Vehicle stability during braking is often analysed with a skidpad braking manoeuvre
as applying the brakes during cornering is a major cause of accidents. This criterion
evaluates the lateral course deviation, the size of the yaw angle and the body slip
angle at time t after initial brake input, i.e. the yaw stability [51]. Fig. 2.11 shows
the determination of the vehicle characteristics during skidpad braking according to
Equation 2.2, with initial and actual yaw rate, ψ̇0 and ψ̇, mean braking deceleration
āx , longitudinal speed vx and its reduction ∆vx and turning radius R. The other
two evaluation parameters are illustrated in the same way. This criterion can be used
to evaluate yaw or lateral motion in combination with longitudinal motion for failure
conditions.
ax =
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∆vx
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(2.2)
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Figure 2.11: Generation of characteristic values from skidpad braking manoeuvre [51].

Lane keeping and vehicle stability during braking manoeuvres are evaluated either as
the lateral deviation from the reference course (open-loop) or as the control effort that
is needed to regain the reference course (closed-loop) [6]. Corresponding evaluation
criteria are defined as
• lateral deviation as a function of the braking distance,
• yaw velocity at time t as a function of the mean longitudinal acceleration until
t, written as ψ̇(ax ),
• yaw acceleration at time t as a function of the mean longitudinal acceleration
until t, written as ψ̈(ax ) or
• lateral acceleration at time t as a function of the mean longitudinal acceleration
until t, written as ay (ax ).
Otto [59] proposes an evaluation criterion for vehicle stability during load change
behaviour caused by an accelerator pedal lift-off during cornering, see Fig. 2.12. Simulations and experimental tests are conducted for a steady-state cornering manoeuvre
with such a load change reaction. The vehicle states shortly before initiating the load
change are considered as reference states. Based on the mean yaw rate difference
between the load change manoeuvre and its reference ∆ψ̇m and on the mean yaw acceleration of the load change manoeuvre ψ̈lc,m , a criterion has been derived according
to
Ψ̈(tr ) =

∆ψ̇m
+ ψ̈lc,m .
tr

(2.3)
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The mean yaw rate difference is divided by a reaction time tr to achieve identical units.
All mean values are calculated for the time period tp . This criterion covers both, a
short but strong build-up of yaw rate that quickly evens out, and a constant change in
yaw acceleration with changing yaw rate. It can also be used for analysing a manoeuvre
with a fault induction, substituting the accelerator pedal lift-off manoeuvre.

ψ̇
ψ̈lc,m
ψ̇lc,m
∆ψ̇m
ψ̇ref,m
tp
t0

tr

Time

Figure 2.12: Vehicle stability evaluation criterion for accelerator pedal lift-off manoeuvre [59].

Another evaluation criterion according to Otto [59] is the lane departure time, which
describes the time given in seconds that it takes for the first wheel to leave a given
lane after a load change, see Fig. 2.13.
This criterion is a measure of vehicle safety, evaluating the vehicle’s lane keeping
behaviour. Together with a certain track width, the lane departure time tld can be
determined as
tld = min (ti ),

(2.4)

where ti is the intersection time between the edge of the lane on either side and the
wheel i, which represents the wheel location from front left to rear right.
Crosswind behaviour is an external disturbance that influences vehicles’ directional
stability. Juhlin [60] evaluated crosswind on buses using the criteria lateral displacement, yaw angle deviation and maximum yaw rate. The study analysed the influence
of different vehicle parameters on the mentioned evaluation criteria. In addition, the
effect of parameter alterations on the transient vehicle behaviour is analysed with a
sinusoidal steering input and evaluated by the time delay of the yaw rate peak response.
The integrated absolute yaw rate normalised to time ψ̇iat is a criterion for evaluating
steering precision developed by Dettki [61]. The yaw rate error between measured and
reference yaw rate, ψ̇ and ψ̇ref , is calculated and integrated for the desired time period
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Lane width

Time of accelerator Curvature
pedal lift-off
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Figure 2.13: Evaluation criterion for a vehicle’s lane keeping behaviour [59].

tp . The integrated value is then divided by the time period tp according to
Z

T

|ψ̇ − ψ̇ref (t)|dt
ψ̇iat =

0

tp

.

(2.5)

This criterion can be applied to evaluate different drivers or faults with and without
driver in the loop. It has also been suggested in several other studies [60, 62].
Emmelmann quantified the safety limit fG for external disturbances, specifically crosswind, in [63]. This safety limit puts the lateral deviation of a vehicle due to crosswind
into perspective with the lane width of the road according to

r
fG =

1
− 1,
1−B

where B =

2∆y
.
yr,max

(2.6)

The vehicle is assumed to be located in the middle of its lane when the disturbance
occurs and has a maximum road margin yr,max between the edge of the lane and
the vehicle. For this criterion, it is assumed that the vehicle will deviate from its
desired course by twice the deviation ∆y before the driver reacts at approximately
0.8 s after initiating a disturbance. A larger value of the safety limit is more critical.
This criterion can be a good indicator of dangerous situations due to lateral deviations
within the vehicle’s lane, i.e. ∆y > 0.5yr,max .
The stability index (SI) allows the quantitative evaluation of directional stability and
controllability, whereby directional stability is the capability of the vehicle to stabilise itself against external disturbances without steering input. Controllability characterises vehicle behaviour due to a sudden small steering angle change from the driver,
i.e. controlling the vehicle to a desired path [64]. The stability index can be described
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by Fig. 2.14. It shows the transient yaw rotation as a function of steady-state lateral
acceleration for different steering and body slip angles of a simple two-track model
with non-linear tyre characteristics [64]. Yaw rotation, which is illustrated by the yaw
moment coefficient (Mz /(mgl)) describing the yaw moment (Mz ) normalised to the
normal load (mg) times the wheel base (l), and the lateral acceleration (ay ) normalised
to the gravitational acceleration (g) are shown in Fig. 2.14. In addition, the simulated
vehicle states of a single lane change at 70 km/h are shown in red. The stability index is
defined as gradient of yaw rotation and lateral acceleration at the origin with steering
wheel angle zero, i.e. a straight-line driving situation. SI-values characterize the speed
of the stabilising yaw rotation of the vehicle; the larger a negative SI-value, the faster
the stabilising yaw motion. Buchheim et al. [65] used the stability index to describe
vehicle stability under crosswind conditions. Drivers evaluated large negative SI-values
as a positive handling quality as the vehicle had a quick yaw response.
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Figure 2.14: Yaw moment coefficient as a function of normalised lateral acceleration
[64].

Wagner’s intensification factor describes the quota of yaw rate magnitudes during
transient crosswind manoeuvres with and without driver in the loop [66]. It is shown
that for wind excitation frequencies of 0.5 − 2 Hz, the driver’s steering input is in phase
with the crosswind, hence intensifying the vehicle’s reactions. Crosswind components
with lower frequencies can be compensated for by the driver up to a complete correction
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with the right steering angle for a constant crosswind. Frequencies above 2 Hz have
no significant effect.

2.5 Fault classification method
A method for classification of faults is developed to indicate the influence of a specific fault on the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle and whether this fault could lead to
a hazard for traffic safety. Three directions of motion are taken into consideration;
longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion. Each is evaluated with a non-stationary objective evaluation criterion, determining the risk of a fault regarding rear-end collision,
trajectory deviation and vehicle stability.
After this evaluation, a ranking method is proposed to classify and merge the three
criteria. This classification is based on the functional safety standard ISO 26262 for
electric and electronic components in the automotive industry [21, 67]. This standard
defines a method of risk estimation by the driver and associated road users of the
occurrence of a fault, classifying the risk in Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL).
ASIL is made up of a combination of three factors, viz. exposure, controllability and
severity. Exposure defines the frequency and probability of a hazardous situation
during operation due to a fault, rated from E0 (negligible) to E4 (highly probable).
Controllability is defined as the probability to prevent specific damage or injury rated
from C0 (controllable) to C3 (uncontrollable). This factor can depend on the driver or
on external measures such as a motion controller or a failure in a component. Severity
specifies the risk of injury to the driver and associated road users that can be caused
by a fault rated from S0 (no injury) to S3 (life-threatening injury). The controllability
factor from the ISO 26262 is adapted to the proposed fault classification method.
Choice of evaluation criteria
If a fault occurs, the vehicle state changes in a non-stationary way. Therefore, the
objective evaluation criteria for the fault classification method are derived from two of
the methods presented in section 2.4. The time delay and amplification characteristics
of the yaw velocity are crucial measures for the vehicle’s stability and behaviour. In the
presented fault classification method, evaluation criteria for vehicle stability and lane
departure [59] are applied. Not only is the load change manoeuvre by Otto similar to
an occurring fault, the criteria are also evaluated here by experiments and thresholds
are proposed.
The effects of a fault are analysed for the previously mentioned three directions of motion, i.e. longitudinal deceleration, lateral deviation and yaw motion, each representing
one degree of freedom.
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The longitudinal deceleration of the vehicle takes the surrounding traffic into consideration, i.e. rear-end collisions due to hard braking by a fault are covered. The criterion
is called collision avoidance index Qx and was developed for the longitudinal direction
based on Otto’s vehicle stability criterion [59]. Equation 2.7 comprises the mean longitudinal velocity difference between healthy and faulty vehicle state ∆v̄x divided by
the reaction time tr as well as the mean longitudinal acceleration āx,f of the faulty
vehicle state. All mean values are calculated for the time period tp . This enables
both a short and strong change in longitudinal velocity that quickly evens out and a
constant longitudinal acceleration with changing longitudinal velocity to be covered.
This index is explained in Fig. 2.15 and expressed as
Qx (tr ) =

∆v̄x
+ āx,f .
tr

(2.7)

vx
āx,f
v̄f
∆v̄x
v̄h
tp
tf

tr

Time

Figure 2.15: Generation of the collision avoidance index Qx .

The lateral deviation evaluates the lateral offset from the planned trajectory and is
an indicator of potential collision risk with opposing traffic or road boundaries. This
criterion is also based on Otto’s work [59] and is called lane keeping index Qy . It
represents the aspect of deviating from the planned path and leaving a pre-defined
path according to
Qy = min (ti ).

(2.8)

The yaw motion covers the rotation around the vertical axis of the vehicle, which
has the most critical influence on vehicle dynamic stability. The criterion applied for
the yaw motion is called vehicle stability index Qz and is based on Otto’s vehicle
stability criterion Ψ̈, presented in Equation 2.3. The experimental results of Paper D
showed that a fault is more critical to vehicle stability when the yaw motion increases
towards the inside of a curve, while it decreases towards the outside of a curve. An
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extension of the vehicle stability index, which was introduced in Paper B, is therefore
suggested. The previously described criterion Ψ̈ in Equation 2.3 is extended by a
curvature-dependent reference yaw rate compensation according to
Qz =| Ψ̈ | +(sign(Ψ̈)sign(δ) − 1)

ψ̇ref
,
2s

(2.9)

where ψ̇ref = ρvx,0 .
This vehicle stability index is applied in Papers C, D and G. The reference yaw
rate, ψ̇ref , is determined at the point of failure activation tf . Note that Equation 2.9
is generic for left and right hand cornering as well as straight-line driving manoeuvres.
This compensation term takes a lower risk of vehicle instability into consideration for
faults that lead to a more understeered vehicle behaviour while driving in a curve.
This is illustrated by three different failure conditions in Fig. 2.16. In all cases, the
same left hand cornering manoeuvre was driven. The failure was initiated once on the
inner rear wheel with a faulty brake torque Tf,3 and twice on the outer rear wheel
with different faulty brake torques Tf,4 . For this manoeuvre, a failure on the inner
rear wheel is critical for vehicle stability as the degressive characteristics of the tyres
approach their physical boundaries, i.e. an increased risk of oversteering. A failure
with the same faulty brake torque on the outer wheel is less critical but a higher faulty
brake torque can increase the risk again. The resulting vehicle stability indices of the
three studied cases is shown in Table 2.4.
A fault is expected to occur suddenly during regular driving. Even if the driver is
focused on driving and not distracted in the best case, an occurring fault is still not
expected. Therefore, the driver needs a certain time to react to the fault. Both indices,
Qx and Qz , are based on driver reaction times. In Paper B, reaction times for steering
and accelerator pedal responses applied for both indices are based on a compilation
of various reaction time studies. In the conducted experimental studies presented in
Papers C, D and G, the reaction times are derived from the measured driver data
and adapted to the fault classification indices.
Table 2.4: Vehicle stability indices Qz for the three studied failure conditions.

Failure condition
Tf,3 = 540 Nm

Ψ̈(tr )
◦

Qz (tr )

8.64 /s
◦

Tf,4 = 540 Nm

−3.67 /s

Tf,4 = 900 Nm

−7.69 /s2

◦

2

Controllability class

◦

2

◦

2

C0

4.03 /s2

C2

8.64 /s

2

0.02 /s
◦

C3

Other parameters such as roll angle, roll rate and lateral acceleration were analysed
during the development of the fault classification method. A high correlation between
roll motion, lateral acceleration and yaw motion was found, as is also stated in [55].
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Figure 2.16: Definition of vehicle stability index Qz for three different failure conditions.

The existing criterion based on Otto is therefore considered to be adequate. Several
of the non-stationary evaluation criteria presented in section 2.4 are analysed and
compared to the three fault classification indices in Paper G.
Controllability ranking method
Based on the selected evaluation criteria, the ranking method was developed according
to the four controllability classes of the functional safety standard ISO 26262. Each
of the indices is ranked and assigned to the appropriate controllability class given in
Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Controllability class definition of the three indices.

Controllability classes
| Qx | in

m/s2

Qy in s
Qz in
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◦/s2

C0

C1

C2

C3

<0.8

0.8 – 2.3

2.3 – 3.0

>3.0

>5.0

3.0 – 5.0

2.0 – 3.0

<2.0

<2.0

2.0 – 3.5

3.5 – 5.0

>5.0

2.5 Fault classification method
The vehicle stability index of each of the three induced failures of Fig. 2.16 are presented in Table 2.4, and classified according to Table 2.5. The failure conditions with
the same faulty brake torque on the inner and outer rear wheel, respectively, have
two different controllability classes as the faulty brake torque on the inner rear wheel
(C3 ) is more critical for the dynamic stability of the vehicle than the one on the outer
rear wheel (C0 ). A further increase of the faulty brake torque on the outer rear wheel
would lead to a negative yaw rate and a controllability class of (C2 ).
Based on the determined controllability class, each index is given a score Q∗z,y,x as
assigned in Table 2.6. The fault influence index Qf is then determined by adding the
three scores together according to
Qf = Q∗x + Q∗y + Q∗z .

(2.10)

The controllability class ranking in Table 2.6 is non-linear and thus ensures a higher
impact of controllability class C3 . If only one of the three indices is not controllable
and rated C3 , the final fault influence index will also be rated C3 . For more details on
the fault classification method, see Paper B.
Table 2.6: Ranking of the controllability classes of the three indices and the final fault
influence index and the colour code according to Paper B.

Controllability classes

C0

C1

C2

C3

Q∗x,y,z

1

2

3

9

Qf

3

4

5−8

9 − 27

white

light gray

gray

dark gray

Legend color

The presented fault classification method was applied in the simulation studies in
Papers B and I as well as in the experimental studies in a driver simulator and an
electric vehicle presented in Papers C and D. The presented evaluation criteria Qx ,
Qy and Qz were also used in Paper G and compared to other common evaluation
criteria.
As an example, the results of the simulator study presented in Paper C are displayed
in Table 2.7. Three failure conditions were analysed for a faulty brake torque of
540 Nm and two driving manoeuvres, similar to those presented in Fig. 2.16. The
first manoeuvre was a straight-line driving manoeuvre (SIM-S) and the second one
a left hand cornering manoeuvre with a turning radius of 450 m, both at a speed of
110 km/h. The failure conditions during the cornering manoeuvre were distinguished
by a curve-inward fault induction on the left rear wheel (SIM-CI) and a curve-outward
fault induction on the right rear wheel (SIM-CO). Two out of three failure conditions
were rated C3 , i.e. potentially dangerous for traffic safety. For SIM-S and SIM-CI, the
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Table 2.7: Controllability classification of the three failure conditions in the simulator
study.

Failure condition

Qx

Qy

SIM-S

2.93 m/s

SIM-CI

3.02 m/s2

SIM-CO

2.22 m/s2

2

1.56 s
1.38 s
−

Qz

Qf

Controllability class

2

21

C3

11.22 /s

27

C3

4

C1

◦

8.45 /s
◦

2

◦

1.06 /s

2

Table 2.8: Controllability classification of the three failure conditions in the field study.

Failure condition
FS-S

Qx

Qy

1.65 m/s2

FS-CI

1.10 m/s2

FS-CO

1.83 m/s

2

−
−
−

Qz
◦

1.40 /s2
◦

1.36 /s2
◦

−13.05 /s

2

Qf

Controllability class

4

C1

4

C1

4

C1

lateral lane keeping index and vehicle stability index are critical, while SIM-CO is not
critical for any of the indices.
The calculated controllability classes in the experimental field study (FS) presented
in Paper D for each failure condition are shown in Table 2.8. This study also analysed three failure conditions for a faulty brake torque on one wheel and two driving
manoeuvres. The first manoeuvre was a straight-line driving manoeuvre and the second one a left hand cornering manoeuvre with a turning radius of 23 m, both at a
speed of 30 km/h. Analogous to the simulator study, the failure conditions are named
FS-S, FS-CI and FS-CO. All failure conditions were rated C1 as shown in Table 2.8.
None of the failure conditions was critical for traffic safety. The lane keeping index
and the vehicle stability index were always in the lowest controllability class as the
participants had only minor deviations from their intended path within their lane, and
therefore not critical for vehicle safety during and after an induced failure. Note that
the lateral deviation could not be determined accurately as the measured data from
the GPS-signal had too low a resolution.
This chapter proposed a fault classification method derived from three of the presented
objective evaluation criteria for vehicle dynamics. Information about the influence
of each fault on the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle is valuable for the design of
control strategies that can handle such faults. Therefore, a large set of faults has
been modelled and analysed in a simulation study and evaluated according to the
fault classification method. An curvature dependency has further been introduced
to the fault classification method. Results of two experimental studies applying this
fault classification method were presented. In addition, this method is compared to
other objective evaluation criteria. Both the experimental results and the comparison
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to other criteria confirmed the generic character of this method. Hence, the research
questions RQ 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 have been answered stating the relevance and severity of
specific faults for vehicle stability as well as their influence on the dynamic behaviour
of electric vehicles. Further, a method was proposed to classify faults according to
their controllability.
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This chapter gives a brief introduction to fault-tolerant control systems. A specific type
of fault-tolerant control strategy that is based on the control allocation principle is then
chosen for further studies and is described in more detail. Simulation results for three
control allocation strategies are discussed. One of the strategies is implemented in an
experimental vehicle and the vehicle behaviour is compared to the results of the previous
simulation studies. The vehicle and its additional brake system for failure induction
are also described.

3.1 Fault-tolerant control systems
When designing fault-tolerant control (FTC) systems, a fault-tolerant mindset is an
advantage. The questions what can go wrong? and how could it go wrong? should
be asked. Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to continue to perform a required
function in presence of faults. FTC systems preserve normal or degraded operation of
a system in case of a fault. They prevent a fault from causing a failure at the system
level [68], i.e. component failures can be accommodated automatically, thus improving
reliability and availability at a desirable performance.
The structure of a fault-tolerant control system is shown in Fig. 3.1. On the execution
level it represents a feedback controller and the system to be controlled including
external disturbances d and faults f . Most of the closed-loop control activities take
place on this level, including adjustment to external disturbances, such as noise. This
level is extended by a supervision level for FTC and includes two stages. The first stage
is the constant surveillance of the system’s health in the fault detection and isolation
(FDI) function. The system is hereby analysed constantly to detect and isolate a
fault as quickly and precisely as possible. The second stage is only active if a fault
occurs and is identified by the FDI. If the controller re-design is triggered by the FDI,
it adjusts the feedback controller to the new situation with fault. The main control
loop acts independently once the controller is reconfigured and is adapted to the fault.
The fault-tolerance is induced into the execution level by means of the supervision
level [68].
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of a fault-tolerant control system including external disturbances d and faults f according to [68].

3.1.1 Fault detection and isolation
Fault detection and isolation subsumes the detection, diagnosis, isolation, identification
and estimation of a fault. It is often found under various names in the literature and
a brief definition of the terms is therefore given below.
• Fault detection determines whether or not a fault has occurred and at what
time. The types of fault detection are either signal- or model-based. Signal-based
methods postprocess the output of a system to find abnormal behaviour. Faulty
signals can be detected with methods like limit checking, bandpass filtering or
fourier analysis for periodic output signals and for instance with comparisons
of correlation or power spectral density for stochastic output signals. Modelbased methods compare the original system with an internal model of the system
to determine the occurrence of differences. Examples for typical model-based
methods are state observers, parameter estimation or neural networks.
• Fault isolation determines the location of the fault. Based on the signals generated by the faulty component, deviations from the characteristic behaviour can
be found.
• Fault identification determines how strong the fault is. Type, size, time-variant
behaviour and other characteristic values of the fault are found using analytic or
heuristic methods.
Fault detection and isolation is a broad field of research in its own right and is not
considered in this thesis. The knowledge of the analysed faults is instead assumed to
be instantly available when a fault occurs. Recommendations for further information
on FDI can be found in [19, 68, 69].
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3.1.2 Active and passive fault-tolerant control
FTC is divided into two different types - passive and active fault-tolerant control
systems. The passive fault-tolerant control strategies, also referred to as robust control,
have a fixed controller design and react only to a predefined set of faults. These control
strategies are designed with respect to robustness and adaptability to disturbances and
certain faults. It is represented by only the execution level of the FTC structure in
Fig. 3.1. FDI or controller re-design is not needed for this approach; however, this
limits the fault-tolerant capabilities [70, 71].
Active FTC strategies have a reconfigurable controller design and work with a broader
set of faults. Two types of active FTC strategies are distinguished - one with predefined
control laws that can be interchanged dependent on the fault and one that synthesizes
new control laws online to reach the best solution possible for the available actuators.
Consistent transient and steady-state performance for the controlled system in normal
operation and under fault condition shall be achieved by active FTC. A crucial aspect
is the fast shifting of the controller between normal and faulty operation. Active FTC
requires FDI to provide the fault information before reconfiguration can be initiated
[68, 70].
3.1.3 Electronic stability control
Currently, different active control systems are implemented in road vehicles. The electronic stability control system is one of these systems. Recently, it became mandatory
to equip road vehicles with such a system in several countries. Its main objective is
to monitor the yaw motion of the vehicle and stabilise it in a critical situation when
the physical boundaries of the tyres are reached. These situations can lead to an unstable vehicle behaviour and path deviations. In order to achieve the lateral and yaw
motion that the driver demanded, two measures can be applied. A hydraulic brake
intervention on one or more wheels and a reduction of the motor torque can therefore be initiated to recover the yaw stability and the trajectory of the vehicle. The
brake intervention changes the longitudinal slip on the braked wheel, hence producing
a longitudinal force that initiates a yaw moment at the centre of gravity and reduces
the vehicle speed. This yaw moment directly influences the lateral and yaw dynamics
of the vehicle. The change of longitudinal slip also changes the lateral force on the
braked wheel, which initiates an additional yaw moment at the centre of gravity [6].
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the working principle of ESC for a right-hand cornering manoeuvre
for oversteering and understeering behaviour. While the uncontrolled vehicle starts to
rotate due to the oversteering tendency, the vehicle with ESC brakes the front left wheel
to compensate the yaw motion, following its intended trajectory. In the understeered
case, the vehicle deviates from its intended path, which can be compensated by an
brake intervention on the right rear wheel.
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Cornering with oversteering

uncontrolled

with ESC

Cornering with understeering

uncontrolled

with ESC

Figure 3.2: Principle of a electronic stability control system during cornering [72].

This system could also be applied to compensate for brake torques due to faults. As
the design of a ESC system is based on road vehicles with a hydraulic brake system and
one combustion engine, only negative longitudinal tyre forces can be applied. Thus, a
strong deceleration due to the brake intervention in addition to the faulty brake torque
would occur. For over-actuated road vehicles, for example electric vehicles with four
wheel hub motors, positive individual wheel torques to compensate for a fault are not
exploited by ESC.
3.1.4 Principle of control allocation
One of the main goals of a fault-tolerant control system in road vehicles is to handle
faults acting on the vehicle behaviour that endanger the vehicle directional stability.
This can be achieved by exploiting the vehicle’s given over-actuation in order to improve following the desired vehicle states even during a failure condition. The available
actuators are intended to be utilised and coordinated on a global vehicle level within
their force constraints and actuator limitations to systematically maximise vehicle performance and safety [10]. These purposes can be fulfilled by control strategies that
are based on the principle of control allocation. Several studies have shown the potentials of this type of control method for vehicle performance and safety as well as
energy-efficiency [10, 11, 70, 73, 74]. In Paper F, three control strategies for fault handling, which are based on the principle of control allocation, are proposed, analysed
and compared.
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Figure 3.3: Principle of control allocation for road vehicles.

Mathematically under-determined problems have an infinite number of solutions and
can be solved by the principle of control allocation. As soon as the number of controllable actuators is higher than the number of degrees of freedom, as it is in an
over-actuated vehicle, an under-determined problem occurs. Control allocation enables viable solutions to be found and desired vehicle forces to be distributed that act
on the centre of gravity of the vehicle to the tyre forces on each wheel, as shown in
Fig. 3.3. The vehicle forces are calculated in a closed-loop dynamic motion controller
before given as input to the control allocation controller. An overview of the applied
closed-loop control structure is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Driver
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and tyre
dynamics
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Figure 3.4: Closed-loop vehicle control structure with feedback of the vehicle velocities
and the fault information. The input transformation is the steering wheel
angle and the desired speed as it is set by the driver.

The mathematical formulation follows the relation
F = ATf 0 .

(3.1)

Considering longitudinal, lateral and yaw motions for the description of the rigid body
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and ignoring pitch, roll and bounce motions, the vehicle forces are defined as F =
[Fx Fy Mz ]T . The latter three motions can be neglected as pitch and roll rate as well
as vertical speed of the rigid body are typically small during operation [10].
The reference tyre forces in longitudinal and lateral direction in the tyre coordinate
0
0
0
0 T
system are given as f 0 = [fx1
fy2
, fx2
, ..., fy4
] . The relation between local tyre forces
and global vehicle forces is expressed by the geometry matrix


1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0



1
0
1
0
1
0
1
(3.2)
A= 0
,

 s
sr
sf
sr
f
lf
lf −
−lr
−lr
−
2
2
2
2
where sf and sr are front and rear track width, and lf and lr are the distance between
the centre of gravity and the front and rear axle, respectively. The tyre transformation
matrix depends on the wheel angles δi on the i-th wheel and is defined as
T = diag [T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ] ,

where Ti =

#
"
cos(δi ) −sin(δi )
sin(δi )

(3.3)

.

cos(δi )

Three strategies of control allocation have been chosen to be analysed in this work,
one optimisation approach and two simplified analytical approaches. These three
control allocation strategies have been evaluated and compared to each other on their
suitability for fault handling and online implementation. The optimisation approach is
based on a least square optimisation. It considers force constraints such as the friction
circle and actuator limitations. A drawback of this approach is the high computing
power needed and it is therefore unsuitable for real-time applications. For on-board
implementation in a real vehicle, the second strategy is based on a rule-based control
allocation algorithm to find an approximate analytical solution. The vehicle forces are
hereby allocated based on the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the geometry matrix A,
which enables to built an inverse of a non-quadratic matrix. The third approach is a
simplification of the second analytical solution limited for high-speed manoeuvres. The
steering angles are assumed to be small, δi < 2◦ , and approximated with cos(δi ) ≈ 1
and sin(δi ) ≈ 0, i.e. the longitudinal tyre forces are identical to the longitudinal corner
forces and lateral tyre force are ignored. Detailed descriptions of the three control
allocation strategies can be found in Papers F and H.
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3.2 Simulation study with control allocation
The effect of an inverter shutdown in an electric vehicle with four wheel hub motors
is studied in Paper F. The three mentioned control allocation strategies, optimal
control allocation (OCA), pseudoinverse control allocation (PCA) and approximated
pseudoinverse control allocation (APCA), are presented and compared to a reference
vehicle with a simple ESC system. This ESC system is rule-based and is a function
of the yaw rate and the yaw torque of the vehicle. The study is conducted with
the same vehicle parameters as in the fault classification study. The first driving
scenario is a typical high-speed steady-state cornering manoeuvre with a vehicle speed
of vx = 120 km/h and a turning radius of R = 225 m. For the second driving scenario,
the vehicle speed was increased to vx = 135 km/h. During the second manoeuvre,
the limitations of at least one wheel hub motor will be reached when the fault is
induced. Driver parameters are fixed during the manoeuvre, i.e. the steering wheel
angle, calculated from the turning radius, and the vehicle speed are constant reference
values during the simulation.
Vehicle speed of 120 km/h

Vehicle speed of 135 km/h
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Figure 3.5: Deviation between driven path with fault at 120 km/h and 135 km/h for the
three chosen control strategies with fault activation at 0 s.

Simulation results of the first manoeuvre at 120 km/h, illustrated in Fig. 3.5, show
that the deviations from the non-faulted reference path are small (< 0.3 m) for the
vehicle with the different control allocation strategies, while the vehicle with ESC
clearly diverges from the reference path. Due to the weighting to avoid excessive
actuation and higher priority for yaw compensation, OCA shows a slightly higher
deviation from the reference path than PCA and APCA after fault induction at tf = 0 s.
The deviation increases to some extent in the second manoeuvre when the actuator
limitations are reached. Hereby, the OCA results in the least deviation followed by
PCA and APCA, which are on the same level. The actuator limitations can be seen
in Fig. 3.6, where desired and actual wheel torques are shown for the different control
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are indicated by the thin red solid line.
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Figure 3.7: Vehicle responses at 135 km/h for the studied control strategies with fault
activation at 0 s.
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allocation strategies. In the first manoeuvre, the control strategies were able to keep
the vehicle states on the same level during the failure condition as prior to it. In the
second manoeuvre with actuator limitations, the vehicle states do not deviate strongly
from the vehicle states prior to the failure activation at t = 0 s for OCA, PCA and
APCA, see Fig. 3.7. This is in contrast to the vehicle with ESC.
It can be concluded that the results of the simplified control strategies attain almost the
same quality in maintaining the trajectory as the optimal solution for this manoeuvre
and driving conditions. Two of the control allocation strategies, OCA and PCA, were
also analysed in Paper H with a different manoeuvre and different vehicle parameters.
The simulation results of this study show that the intended path and the vehicle states
can also be sustained with OCA and PCA as long as the actuator limitations are not
reached. In the latter case, a deterioration of the vehicle states was found.

3.3 Experimental study with control allocation
The objective of this experimental study was to analyse the effectiveness of a faulttolerant control strategy, for compensating a severe failure during straight-line driving.
It is analysed if the promising simulation results can be confirmed by the experiment.
Therefore, a fault-tolerant control strategy based on the previously described PCA
was analysed in an experimental study and presented in Paper G. The experiments
were executed at Arlanda Test Track 2 during the autumn of 2014.
Research Concept Vehicle
The prototype vehicle used in this study is an experimental platform called Research
Concept Vehicle (RCV), which was developed and built at KTH. The RCV is a small
electric vehicle based on the Autonomous Corner Module concept invented by Sigvard
Zetterström [13, 14, 75], see Fig. 4.2 (c) and Table 3.1. It has four identical wheel
corner modules with a high level of over-actuation, each incorporating an electric
wheel hub motor, a hydraulic disk brake, an electric steering actuator and an electric
camber actuator, forming the basis of the RCV. These twelve electric actuators are each
individually controlled by a power converter. The Heinzmann wheel hub motors are
outer-rotor permanent-magnet synchronous machines, each with a nominal power of
2 kW, and capable of developing 150 Nm for a short time. Each wheel hub motor is fed
by a Kollmorgen power converter from an in-house-designed 52 V/40 Ah battery pack
based on Kokam lithium-polymer cells. Two linear actuators control the individual
steering and camber angles on each wheel corner module, which enable various types
of control strategies to be developed. The twelve power converters are controlled by
a main vehicle controller. A dSPACE MicroAutoBox for rapid control prototyping is
used, allowing fast testing of different control algorithms and online adjustment during
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Table 3.1: Vehicle parameters of the RCV.
Type
Value
Unit
Vehicle mass incl. 2 persons
m
602 kg
Unsprung mass
mu
25 kg
Body roll moment of inertia
Ixx
362 kgm2
Body pitch moment of inertia
Iyy
1315 kgm2
Body yaw moment of inertia
Izz
1515 kgm2
Wheelbase
l
2.0 m
CG to front axle distance
lf
1.08 m
Track width
s
1.5 m
CG to ground height
h
0.35 m
Rolling radius
r
0.31 m
Front spring stiffness
c1 ,c2
50 kN/m
Rear spring stiffness
c3 ,c4
50 kN/m
Cornering stiffness
C12 , C34 25.7 kN/rad
Steering angle interval
δ
[-25◦ , 25◦ ]
Camber angle interval
γ
[-15◦ , 10◦ ]

operation. An in-house data acquisition system was designed to monitor relevant states
of the vehicle and the components.
Additional brake system
A wheel hub motor failure was emulated with an additional brake system, augmenting a
high brake torque on the left rear wheel. The additional brake system was implemented
in parallel to the regular service brake and braking during normal operation was not
affected. The brake pressure in the system was therefore actuated by a brake lever from
the passenger seat of the vehicle. A pressure sensor for data logging and signalising an
induced failure to the vehicle control system was integrated. A schematic illustration
of the additional brake system is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The additional brake system was designed based on the specifications of the service
brake, the RCV and typical brake lever actuation forces of a human. Relevant component specifications are presented in Table 3.2. When designing the system, the
objective was to have an adjustable brake torque manually actuated with a brake
lever and able to lock the rear wheel. Therefore, the maximum braking torque on each
rear wheel Tb on a flat and dry road with a friction coefficient of µ = 1 is calculated
to be
Tb = 0.5mgλµr = 495 Nm,
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,
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Figure 3.8: Schematic illustration of the additional brake system including the installation location in a vehicle view.

where λ is the distance between centre of gravity and rear axle and r is the rolling
radius of the tyre. This brake torque is translated into a tangential force on the brake
Additional brake system
disc with its effective working radius rb
Fb =

Tb
= 3954 N,
rb

with rb =

dod + did
.
4

(3.5)

The transition between tangential force Fb and axial clamping force of the calliper Fc ,
which is normal to brake pad and disc, is linearly dependent on the friction coefficient
µb according to
Fb = Fb,l + Fb,r ,

with Fb,(r,l) = µb Fc .

(3.6)

This friction-dependent relation is also known as friction factor [76]. The friction
coefficient between disc and pad is assumed to be µb = 0.4 [77,78]. The axial clamping
force results in
Fc = 0.5µ−1
b Fb = 4943 N.

(3.7)
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Table 3.2: Relevant parameters of additional brake system components.
Item
Parameter
Symbol Value
2-piston brake calliper Piston diameter
dpi
34 mm
Master cylinder
Cylinder diameter
dmc
14 mm
Brake lever
Adjustable leverage ratio il
3.8 − 5.1
Brake disc
Outer diameter
dod
285 mm
Brake disc
Inner diameter
did
215 mm
Pressure sensor
Measuring range
p
0 − 60 bar

With the chosen brake calliper, the resulting brake pressure in the additional brake
system is
pb =

4Fc
= 5.44 N/mm2 .
πd2pi

(3.8)

The pressure drop in the system is ignored and the brake pressure is therefore assumed
to be constant with p = pb = pmc . The brake force of the chosen master cylinder Fmc
with diameter dmc can be calculated as
Fmc = 0.25pmc πd2mc = 838 N,

(3.9)

which results in a necessary lever force Fl between 164 N and 220 N, depending on the
adjustable leverage ratio il . Brake lever actuation forces of a human are regulated to
be < 200 N [79]. The desired augmented brake force can thus be actuated during the
experiment.
Experimental results
The chosen manoeuvre for the experiment was straight-line driving at a speed of
9 m/s, see also Paper G. This manoeuvre was chosen based on the limitations of
the maximum torque of 150 Nm of each wheel hub motor. The trade-off between
adequate torque reserve for failure compensation by the control allocation strategy
and the vehicle speed had to be found. Both steering wheel angle and accelerator and
brake pedal positions were kept constant while the fault was active. The fault was a
severe brake torque on the left rear wheel, that led to a wheel lock. Fig. 3.9 shows
the measured vehicle trajectories and the vehicle states during the failure condition.
It was found that the vehicle trajectory of the controlled vehicle with PCA deviated
less than the uncontrolled vehicle, despite exceeding the actuator limitations shortly
after fault induction. The vehicle speed is therefore similar in both cases as the PCA
strategy had its focus on correcting the yaw motion. This resulting yaw correction can
be seen in the yaw rate plot.
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Figure 3.9: Measured vehicle trajectories and vehicle states for the vehicle with (PCA)
and without (NVC) control strategy during the failure condition.

This chapter has successfully demonstrated the potential of three different control
allocation strategies that were applied for fault handling. With assistance of fault information, the control algorithms can be switched almost instantly depending on the
wheel that is affected by the fault. Both a pseudoinverse and an optimisation control
allocation strategy showed their potential for maintaining the trajectory and the stability of the vehicle in simulations of manoeuvres with motorway and urban speeds.
Moreover, a simplified version of the pseudoinverse algorithm has been successfully
tested for motorway speeds. As long as the actuator limitations were not reached, the
three control allocation strategies compensated for the fault and followed almost the
same path as the healthy vehicle. The results of vehicles with actuator limitations
deteriorate from the healthy vehicle solution, whereas the optimised control allocation
strategy worsens the least. The pseudoinverse control allocation strategy has been confirmed in an experimental study at urban speeds, keeping the vehicle stable despite the
given actuator limitations. Hence, the research questions RQ 2.1 and 2.2 have been
answered stating that the principle of control allocation is a suitable fault-tolerant control strategy for handling severe faults. It further exploits over-actuation to improve
vehicle safety during a failure condition.
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4 Driver behaviour during faults
This chapter presents the driver behaviour and the corresponding vehicle reactions
during different types of failure conditions. The reader is introduced to the different
experimental studies conducted within this thesis. Further, a failure-sensitive driver
model is built based on these experimental results.

4.1 Driver-vehicle behaviour during unexpected disturbances
Driving a car is an intuitive and a quite simple task. Even in complex traffic situations,
humans can operate a vehicle as intuitively as walking in busy places [80]. This is true
both of people with a driving licence and of people who never have operated a car.
A recently conducted experimental study analysed the driving skills of children on a
windy country road with no other traffic. The driving simulator study showed that the
children could keep the vehicle in their lane and navigate through the curves without
any problem, despite never having driven a car before [81].
With the occurrence of an unexpected external disturbance, such as a sudden crosswind
gust or a sudden fault leading to a driveline failure, the driving task immediately
becomes more difficult. This can deteriorate vehicle stability and lead to critical
situations during country road or motorway driving, although low velocities can be
hazardous as well, especially in urban environment. In such situations, the driver acts
as an adaptive controller by adjusting the vehicle to the disturbance, and thus has a
significant influence on the vehicle’s stability [65].
Experimental studies of driver-vehicle interaction during such scenarios with external
disturbances have been widely investigated. Mainly, the focus was set on crosswind
studies. Several suggestions to objectively define crosswind sensitivity has been conducted. Watari et al. [82] formulated crosswind sensitivity as the steady-state lateral
acceleration response of a vehicle to a constant aerodynamic side force. Similar to
several other studies, the neutral steer point and its relationship to the mass centre and aerodynamic centre of pressure is of importance of crosswind sensitivity. A
broad overview of crosswind sensitivity is found in [83]. Gnadler found that the driver
adapts his/her steering activity to the crosswind sensitivity of the vehicle during a
crosswind scenario [84]. The lateral deviation, however, was independent of the crosswind sensitivity of the vehicle. A less sensitive vehicle therefore had the same lateral
offset as a more sensitive vehicle with a larger steering activity [85]. Wallentowitz and
Uffelmann [57, 86] studied vehicle and driver-vehicle responses to natural stochastic
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crosswind. They demonstrated that the crosswind sensitivity of a vehicle should be
evaluated for the complete closed-loop driver-vehicle system as the driver strongly influences the vehicle motion during and after a wind gust. The crosswind sensitivity
increased for the driver-vehicle system in the region of the yaw natural frequency in
comparison to an open-loop vehicle with fixed steering wheel angle, i.e. the presence
of the driver led to a stronger yaw motion. Studies of Willumeit et al. and Wagner
and Wiedemann verified these findings and showed that the crosswind sensitivity of a
vehicle does not necessarily correlate with its yaw response [66, 87]. Despite the fact
that a vehicle with less reaction to crosswind for an open-loop manoeuvre, i.e. without
driver in the loop, is expected to be evaluated as less crosswind sensitive, this can lead
to a higher yaw response when evaluating it for a closed-loop manoeuvre with driver
in the loop. This is also confirmed by Schroeck with a 50 % higher yaw response for
the closed-loop system [88]. It has also been found that course deviations and yaw
rates for both open- and closed-loop driving are similar during the first approximately
0.8 s after crosswind onset [89]. This is caused by the driver’s reaction time as well as
the tyre relaxation and the yaw inertia of the vehicle.
A study by Söderström and Brodd [50] found that the driver sensitivity is higher for
yaw motion compared to lateral acceleration. Subjective evaluation of a pass-by test
verified these findings [90]. Thereby, a high yaw rate was less in favour of the driver
than a large lateral offset. A driving simulator study with a generalised crosswind
model showed that the participants corrected the heading of the vehicle largely depending on the dynamic behaviour of the driver-vehicle system rather than its steady-state
properties. Within the short time period between crosswind onset and driver reaction
time (0.24 − 0.38 s), the initial steering effort has to be predicted in order to regain
the planned trajectory [62]. The strength of the external disturbance on the vehicle
behaviour is therefore decisive for the human’s behaviour. A similar driving simulator
study, analysing the impact of a crosswind gust on the driver-vehicle behaviour of
buses, was conducted in [91]. Recently, a crosswind assist has been presented in the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class. Thereby, the active suspension system increases the vertical
loads on two diagonal wheels, depending on road curvature and wind direction. The
rise in vertical forces increases the lateral force simultaneously on those two wheels,
leading to a counteracting vehicle yaw moment [15, 92].
Faults that lead to a failure of a component or subsystem have generally been analysed
for mechanical causes such as tyre blow-outs. Blythe et al. [93] modelled a tyre blowout based on experiments. The analysed vehicle maintained directional stability during
a tyre blow-out for a straight-line driving manoeuvre as long as steering or braking
corrections by the driver were small. Blythe et al. concluded that large counteracting
steering input or excessive braking can lead to oversteering and eventually to a loss
of control. In a cornering manoeuvre with 0.5 g, the loss of yaw stability and the
saturation of the remaining tyres led to a loss of control, which cannot be prevented by
a driver. A field study on tyre blow-outs in heavy trucks, simulated by a strong braking
torque on a front wheel, showed that lateral deviations can reach as much as 0.6 m
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after 2 s depending on the drivers’ behaviour [94]. Some drivers over-compensated,
leading to a negative lateral offset of 0.25 m after 2 s. Faults leading to a steering
wheel angle error or a yaw angle error were analysed theoretically as long ago as
the 1970s [95]. Several transfer functions describing the driver-vehicle system, which
employed a bicycle model and a driver model based on a lateral position error and a
heading error, were analysed with root locus and bode plots.
External disturbances can also be suddenly occurring objects or events on the planned
trajectory that lead to unexpected situations and an evasive manoeuvre is imperative
to avoid an accident. Driver reactions for obstacle avoidance manoeuvres have been
widely investigated over the last fifty years. Rice et al. [96] showed in a study that
most drivers (33 out of 34) could not avoid a lightweight plastic barrel that was hurled
into the path of the vehicle. The mean speed was 87 km/h and 75 % of the initial driver
reactions were pure braking or combined braking and steering.
It is noted that the same external disturbance has different effects on vehicle behaviour,
and thus on the driver behaviour, depending on the vehicle design parameters. Sensitivity analyses of vehicle parameters can be found in [97] for normal driving, in [60,65,98]
for crosswind and in Paper J for generic driveline faults. The latter analysed the influence of different vehicle and tyre parameters on lateral and longitudinal motion and
the directional stability of the vehicle in case of a standardised failure condition. The
results show that the parameters mass, wheel base, track width and yaw inertia have
the major influence on the vehicle motion. The cornering stiffness of the rear wheel
has the highest influence of the tyre parameters.

4.2 Experimental studies of driver behaviour
In this work, four experimental studies including the driver are presented and discussed.
These experimental studies analyse the impact of different failures on the dynamic
behaviour of electric vehicles and the corresponding driver reactions. The failures
represent specific brake torque characteristics as they might occur in vehicles with
wheel hub motors or a regenerative braking system. The location of the failure is
either a single rear wheel or both rear wheels, depending on the selected type of failure.
Each experimental study covers distinct objectives regarding driver-vehicle interaction
during failure conditions. The studies relate to different manoeuvres like motorway
or urban speed, different failures like undesired brake torques or lack of a demanded
brake torques, different vehicles, and the usage of a control allocation strategy. An
overview of the experimental studies is given in Fig. 4.1, assigning their main research
foci and speed ranges. The illustration also indicates which simulation studies have
been conducted.
Wheel hub motors can produce positive or negative torque, i.e. propel or brake the
vehicle. A fault that leads to a failing wheel hub motor can affect an individual wheel
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Figure 4.1: Research foci and speed ranges of the conducted experimental studies.

by diverting the output torque from the demanded torque of the driver. This can have
a strong influence on the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle; in particular vehicle stability
might not be secured, as described in chapter 2 and Paper B.
In 2013, three of the experimental studies were prepared, conducted and evaluated
within the ERA-NET Electromobility+ project EVERSAFE [99]. This project addressed safety issues of electric vehicles from an active and passive safety perspective.
Active safety analysed driver-vehicle behaviour during driveline failures, while passive
safety analysed crash compatibility and battery crash safety. This work highlights the
active safety part and its corresponding experiments in a driving simulator study and
a field study analysing wheel hub motor failures on a single wheel. A third experimental study analysing a regenerative braking (RB) failure, i.e. a fault that is acting on
two wheels of an axle, is briefly discussed. The project partners involved in the active
safety part worked in close cooperation and included Technische Universität Chemnitz
(TUC), the German Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt), the Swedish National
Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) and KTH Vehicle Dynamics.
In 2014, a similar type of failure was analysed in an experimental study with the prototype vehicle RCV that included an implemented fault-tolerant control strategy. The
purpose of the study was to analyse and compare driver influence under a failure condition and the driver’s interaction with an fault-tolerant control strategy. Previously
obtained simulation results were further verified.
4.2.1 Experimental studies of wheel hub motor failures
Driving simulator study
The driving simulator study analysed several different failure conditions during normal
operation of a road vehicle at a motorway speed of 110 km/h. In order to analyse highly
dynamic and potentially hazardous situations in a safe environment and minimise the
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risk for the test subjects during the experiment, a driving simulator was used as the
experimental testing platform. Studies in a driving simulator offer advantages like a
constant environment as it is independent of real test tracks, a high variability, time
savings and full information about all vehicle states. However, it also shows a lack
of reality as the vehicle behaviour as well as the rendering is not identical with real
vehicle tests. The experiments were performed in the state-of-the-art moving-base
driving simulator, SimIV, at VTI in Göteborg, Sweden, which is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a).
The experimental set-up and procedure of this driving simulator study is described in
Paper C and the corresponding technical report in Paper L.
Results for driver reaction times due to the failure effect show that steering wheel
reaction times for counter-steering range between a minimum of 0.35 s and a maximum
of 0.67 s and for the accelerator pedal reaction times range between a minimum of 0.69 s
and maximum of 3.03 s. The average steering wheel reaction times were statistically
significant and found to be 0.53 − 0.55 s for the three failure conditions, while the
average accelerator pedal reaction times were not statistically significant and found to
be 0.74 − 2.76 s. The short time periods of the steering wheel reaction indicate that
the failure compensation is an intuitive human response, while the varying and partly
long reaction times of the accelerator pedal seem to be conscious decisions to increase
speed after the deceleration caused by the failure. The driver-vehicle behaviour showed
that none of the drivers lost control of the vehicle. Nevertheless, the controllability
classifications of the analysed failure conditions SIM-S and SIM-CI were found to be
critical for lateral and yaw motion as well as longitudinal motion. Further details of
objective and subjective results are presented and discussed in Papers C and K and
(a)
the corresponding technical report in Paper L. In Paper K, the subjective
analysis
showed that the location of the failure (curve-inward vs. curve-outward) and curvature
of the road had no significant effect on subjective controllability ratings, Task Load
Index scores (NASA-TLX) and steering wheel reversal rate. An experimental study
with other constraints such as real traffic is suggested for future work.
(b)

(a) Moving-base driving sim- (b) Modified test vehicle
ulator at VTI [100].
Mitsubishi i-MiEV.

(c) Research Concept Vehicle (RCV) [101].

Figure 4.2: The used experimental test platforms.
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Field study with modified electric vehicle
Experiments with a modified electric vehicle, shown in Fig. 4.2 (b), analysed severe
failure conditions at a speed of 30 km/h. This enables to test realistic conditions for the
vehicle and the driver. However, the test conditions can hardly be influenced, have a
low variability and are time consuming. An additional brake system was integrated
into the vehicle, which could add brake torque to the rear drum brakes individually
and coupled. The field study was conduced on a parking lot in Chemnitz, Germany.
The experimental set-up and procedure of this field study is described in Paper D
and the corresponding detailed technical report in Paper L.
Results show that the failure mostly affected longitudinal motion, while it had minor
effects on lateral deviation and yaw stability. This specific failure is therefore not
considered critical from a vehicle stability perspective, but on the other hand for traffic
safety. Critical situations impairing traffic safety can occur due to a different speed
or lateral acceleration, a different failure condition with a stronger braking torque,
opposing traffic or different road conditions such as a lower friction level. Likewise,
a speed reduction could lead to rear-end collisions, and therefore to consequences for
the following traffic. Even small deviations in an urban environment could impair
traffic safety, specifically for other traffic participants like cyclists and pedestrians. A
detailed presentation and discussion on objective and subjective results of this study
can be found in Papers D and L.
Field study with prototype vehicle
Based on the prototype vehicle RCV described in section 3.3 and illustrated in Fig. 4.2
(c), the interaction effects between vehicle, driver and fault-tolerant control strategy
were analysed under a failure condition, see Paper G. This experimental study verified
the mentioned criticality of traffic safety in the previously described driver studies
for a different failure mode and vehicle type if no fault handling strategy is applied.
The experimental results further show that the applied control allocation strategy
positively assists the driver in handling the studied failure condition, see Fig. 4.5.
Major reductions in lateral deviation and yaw motion were achieved in comparison to
the test runs without control strategy. The steering wheel input of the two test drivers
was also significantly lower.
4.2.2 Experimental study on regenerative braking failures
Based on the modified electric vehicle, the effects of a regenerative braking failure
were analysed in another field study, described in Papers L and O. The regenerative
braking function was implemented on the accelerator pedal, hence the vehicle decelerated when the drivers lifted the accelerator pedal above the cut-off value of 0.1. The
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resulting deceleration was simulated by an additional brake system that acted on both
rear wheels during normal driving. The specified failure was activated by disabling
the additional brake system, imitating a lack of deceleration, i.e. the vehicle coasted
when the driver’s foot lifted the accelerator pedal above the mentioned cut-off value.
The experiment was conducted on a closed-off airstrip. The prepared test track had
two straight road sections of 50 m in length connecting two curves with a radius of
35 m. All participants were instructed to drive at a speed of 50 km/h in order to imitate
an urban driving scenario. This led to lateral accelerations in the order of 5 m/s2 , which
is at the upper end of the scale that drivers usually experience. Subjects are inherently
most likely to be out of their comfort zone and feel alert during driving.
This study had a sample size of N = 42 participants. After a 14 km test run to accustom
each driver to the vehicle and its implemented regenerative braking function, they
drove the oval in a familiarisation run before the failure run was conducted. In the
failure run, the oval was driven two to four rounds before the failure was remotely
activated on a straight section after exiting a curve. All drivers accelerated at this
point in order to keep the desired speed of 50 km/h, and the failure was thus in a
silent mode until the accelerator pedal position passed the threshold and a lack of
deceleration occurred. This happened at the entrance to the second curve and the
failure thus affected the cornering manoeuvre.
Two groups were tested during this experimental study; the participants in the first
group (N = 20) had no prior information about the failure, while the participants
in the second group (N = 22) were given information about the regenerative braking
failure that would occur. The results are based on an averaged baseline and failure
run of the selected sample. The curve entry point is set as reference time t = 0 s.
The driver-vehicle behaviour of uninformed and informed participants is split into two
subgroups of drivers with and without brake pedal interaction. The vehicle states of
the uninformed participants are shown in Fig. 4.3. The first subgroup represents the
N = 14 drivers that did not apply the brakes during the failure. It can be seen that the
subjects did not use the brakes to a notable extent, as the longitudinal acceleration
decreased less for the failure run compared to the baseline run. This can also be seen
in the lateral acceleration and yaw rate. The lateral acceleration peaked at 5.37 m/s2
during baseline driving, while it reached 6.29 m/s2 during the failure, i.e. an increase
of 0.92 m/s2 . This represented a lateral acceleration increase of 17.1 %. The yaw rate
increased by 10 % to 24.5 ◦/s during the failure. The second subgroup represents the 6
drivers that made use of the brakes during the failure. This is reflected by a distinct
drop in longitudinal acceleration. Lateral acceleration and yaw rate during the failure
run were found to be on the same levels as the baseline run. The results of the informed
group had similar vehicle states. Comparing both groups, a higher percentage of
applying the brakes was found for the informed group with 59 % compared to 30 % for
the uninformed participants.
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Subset of drivers (N = 14) with no brake pedal intervention during failure.
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Figure 4.3: Vehicle states of the regenerative braking failure condition for drivers without and with brake pedal intervention.

The analysis revealed that drivers were able to remain in control of the vehicle by
additional steering or partial braking, and thus follow the planned trajectory during
the regenerative braking failure despite their lack of brake intervention. For drivers
that did not compensate for the failure by applying the brakes, substantially higher
lateral accelerations and yaw rates were achieved. In summary, it can be said that
informing the subjects about an upcoming failure is beneficial as more people take
corrective measures by applying the brakes and reducing the cornering speed. Possible
critical situations could also be avoided.

4.3 Modelling of driver behaviour
Driving a road vehicle is considered to be a simple and intuitive task as long as all
externalities that can arise are ignored. Hence, drivers can focus on path tracking and
controlling their speed. A broad set of externalities can however influence the driver,
leading to a higher complexity of the driving task. These externalities may be the
presence of other traffic participants such as other vehicles, obstacles or pedestrians,
the change between surrounding environments such as motorway and urban settings,
the variation of road and weather conditions or disturbances that are caused by the
vehicle itself. Besides these externalities, the driver as a biomechanical system can
influence the driving task in a specific way.
The development process of road vehicles increasingly relies on numerical simulations
nowadays. Various tasks and processes that formerly were conducted with experimen-
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tal tests, such as ride and handling characteristics of road vehicles, have been substituted with virtual development processes [102]. Virtual driver models that mimic the
behaviour of a human during driving have widely been investigated. Modelling human
driving behaviour and taking this complexity into account has been part of research
for decades. Various types of driver models have been presented and have shown their
potential for several applications in the field of vehicle dynamics [103]. These models
can vary from generalising driver behaviour as a function of lateral position and heading error, e.g. [104], to specifically modelling the neuromuscular behaviour of a driver,
as presented in [105] and analysed in simulator experiments.
Therefore, it would be valuable to develop a driver model that is capable of handling
an unexpected event, such as a failure of a wheel hub motor, in the same manner as
a human. The driver model presented in Paper E focuses on the human driving behaviour in case of a failure affecting the dynamic stability of the vehicle and is based
on real driver data from a previously described experimental study (see Paper C
and section 4.2). A failure-sensitive driver model (FSDM) is developed that imitates
human driving behaviour in different failure conditions. The longitudinal speed controller is based on a simple PI-controller, while the lateral steering controller is an
extension of a driver model developed by Sharp et al., as shown in Fig. 4.4. FSDM
is capable of path tracking during baseline manoeuvres without an active failure, resembling the measured baseline manoeuvres of the experimental study. The proposed
driver model shows promising results for the analysed failure conditions, being capable
of maintaining vehicle control and regaining the planned trajectory. Its output corresponds well with the measured human behaviour during a wheel hub motor failure in
one of the rear wheels. Compared to a driver model without failure-sensitive parameters, the FSDM further confirms its enhanced ability of emulating human behaviour
during such failure conditions. The potential of emulating individual types of driver
behaviour by adjusting the failure-sensitive parameters was also shown, ranging from
slow to quick responses and from fluctuating to steady responses.
𝛿
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the lateral steering controller and its parameters
based on [106].
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Figure 4.5: Vehicle speed, steering angle and yaw rate of simulation results with driver
model and experimental data.

The flexibility of this failure-sensitive driver model has been analysed by implementing
it in another simulation environment with a vehicle model based on the RCV, see
Table 3.1. The modelled failure condition corresponded to the one in Paper G with
a straight-line driving manoeuvre at 30 km/h and a strong brake torque on the left rear
wheel. This enabled a comparison to be made of the failure-sensitive driver model and
the measured data. The model parameters were based on the parameter set FSDM-S
(Paper E), and adjustments were made to the measured reaction time, tδ = 0.6 s,
the synchronisation time, ts = 0.5 s, and the yaw rate gain was reduced by half to
◦
kψ̇ = 9 /s. The results of this study are shown in Fig. 4.5. The simulation results for
the uncontrolled vehicle correspond well with the experimental data for vehicle speed,
steering angle and yaw rate in terms of amplitude and frequency. Minor deviations are
shown for steering angle build up, which can be explained by the slow steering actuators
in the RCV. Both the steering angle and the yaw rate response are in the same range
as the measured signals for the controlled vehicle with control allocation strategy.
The simulated vehicle speed decreases slightly less from 1.1 s after failure activation.
In summary, it can be stated that the failure-sensitive driver model is capable of
reproducing human-like driving behaviour for another kind of failure condition with
urban speed and a second type of vehicle parameter set. Hence, it is possible to
simulate high and low vehicle speeds for different types of vehicle configurations with
this failure-sensitive driver model.
This chapter answered the research questions RQ 2.3 and 3.1–3.4. Information on how
a driver reacts to a critical failure mode for motorway and urban speeds as well as
for typical cornering and straight-line driving manoeuvres has been provided (RQ 3.1).
It was possible to generalise the driver behaviour and develop a method for deriving
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driver reaction times (RQ 3.2). Based on the measured data, a failure-sensitive driver
model was developed that behaves similar to a human for a healthy and a faulty vehicle
(RQ 3.3). An experimental study including a pseudoinverse control allocation strategy
and a driver in the loop successfully demonstrated the reduced effort for the driver to
keep the vehicle stable and on its desired trajectory during a failure condition (RQ 2.3
and 3.4). Moreover, findings of a study with a faulty regenerative braking function
were briefly presented. Finally, an example on how to apply the gained knowledge has
been demonstrated by integrating the failure-sensitive driver model in the simulation
environment of the prototype vehicle to illustrate how the driver-vehicle system can
react to a failure.
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5 Summary and discussion of the appended papers
Paper A: Survey on fault-tolerant vehicle design
This paper presents an overview of the inter-disciplinary research domain of faulttolerant systems, with a focus on aspects related to the automotive area. The main
target of fault-tolerant systems is to ensure the operation of vehicles even though a
fault may occur and lead to a component or subsystem failure. A vehicle system is
fault-tolerant, if normal operation or at least a degraded state of operation can be
maintained, enabling the driver to stop the vehicle safely. Firstly, fault-tolerant design
fundamentals such as types of redundancy, levels of degradation and the fault-tolerant
design process and its main aspects are discussed. The question of why fault-tolerant
systems have to be considered in the design of future vehicles is answered. Recent
and prospective developments in vehicle motion control are highlighted, including integrated chassis control and passive and active fault-tolerant control, which are further
analysed in Papers F and G. A short excursus to fault detection and diagnosis methods is made. Together with the emerging fault-tolerant control methods, automotive
network systems will change to ensure fault-tolerant communication between different
subsystems, components and controllers. Network architectures, communication protocols and network topologies will be adapted to comply with the electrified automotive
systems. The role of functional safety standards and regulations enabling fault-tolerant
vehicle design concludes the survey. Fault-tolerant vehicle design is found to be a viable approach coping with the increasing electrification of road vehicles and enabling
us to achieve a dependable system and thus maintain or even increase the vehicle
safety.
Paper B: Fault classification method for the driving safety of electrified vehicles
Faults can appear in various ways in the components or subsystems of a vehicle. Some
may have an influence on the vehicle handling or lead to a deterioration of the vehicle
stability, i.e. affect the vehicle safety. In the study presented in this paper, a broad
spectrum of potential faults was determined and modelled in a high-fidelity simulation
model. The focus was set on typical faults in an electric driveline. Faults in mechanical,
hydraulic and control systems were also taken into account. An analysis was performed
of the effect of each fault on the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle during several different
straight-line driving and cornering manoeuvres. An elaborate method for ranking the
faults and indicating their potential risks for vehicle safety is proposed. This fault
classification method is based on the functional safety standard ISO 26262, and applies
its controllability levels to classify the influence of a fault on the longitudinal, lateral
and yaw motion of the vehicle.
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The simulation results show that faults leading to severe failure modes mainly occur
at higher velocities. A few faults, however, show a high impact on vehicle stability at
lower speeds, as a result of the different speed-dependent characteristics of each fault.
A fault that occurs in one of the rear wheels increases the over-steering tendency,
which can lead to an unstable vehicle, especially during a cornering manoeuvre. With
regard to the front wheels, faults with a strong effect are more likely to result in an
under-steering behaviour of the vehicle. Hence, a clear trend for all the faults cannot
be derived as the trend of the specific failure conditions distinguish.
This paper presents a failure mode and effect analysis which focuses on one type of
vehicle. The analysis covers various types of faults that have an increased influence
on vehicle stability with a higher vehicle speed and curvature. Other vehicle configurations can easily be analysed with the suggested fault models and classified with the
fault classification method. This proposed method has been proven to be a generic
classification tool for any kind of fault that influences the vehicle stability and was applied to the results of the experimental field and driving simulator studies, presented
in Papers C, D and G.
Papers C and D: Single wheel hub motor failures and their impact on the vehicle
and driver behaviour at motorway and urban speeds
Based on the findings of Paper B, faults were determined which lead to failure modes
in a wheel hub motor. Two experimental studies were conducted to analyse the impact of such failure modes on the dynamic behaviour of electric vehicles and the
corresponding driver reactions to these failure modes. The test subjects participating
in the studies were exposed to three sudden failure conditions that required adequate
corrective measures to maintain the vehicle control and regain the planned trajectory.
Each experimental study focused on a specific speed range, with one study focusing
on motorway speeds and the other focusing on urban speeds. The number of analysed
failure conditions resulted in broader and more general conclusions. Further, concerns
about high-speed manoeuvres with a real vehicle in combination with the failure modes
led to precautions being implemented to ensure the safety of the participants. The
tests involving failure conditions at motorway speeds were conducted in a moving-base
driving simulator, whereas the tests involving failure conditions at urban speeds were
performed in a modified electric vehicle on a closed-off test track. The vehicle model of
the driving simulator was parameterised according to measurements conducted with
the modified electric vehicle. This provided an opportunity to compare the results of
both studies. A method for deriving the driver reaction times from the measured data
is presented. For each failure condition, the dynamic behaviour of the driver and vehicle was objectively evaluated and rated according to the fault classification method
presented in Paper B. The objective results are discussed in their experimental context and briefly compared to the subjective evaluation.
Both studies showed that none of the analysed failure conditions led to vehicle instabilities because of the drivers have been taking clear countermeasures. In the simulator
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study at motorway speeds, the drivers could not avoid an initial lateral deviation of
more than one meter for the curve-inward and straight-line failure conditions. This
can be attributed to the drivers’ steering wheel reaction times and the delay in the
vehicle response. A longer reaction time resulted in a larger lateral deviation. This
led further to high values for the yaw motion, and therefore critical situations could
occur with, for instance, oncoming traffic or road boundaries. The controllability levels
were found to be critical for all failure conditions except for the curve-outward failure
condition.
In the case of urban speeds, the findings indicate that the driver reactions are more
apparent in the accelerator pedal movement than for the steering wheel response. The
steering wheel response was only distinct for the curve-inward failure condition. The
drivers could compensate for all the failure conditions, which was confirmed by the
uncritical controllability levels.
Paper E: Modelling and experimental evaluation of driver behaviour during single
wheel hub motor failures
This paper presents a failure-sensitive driver model (FSDM) emulating realistic driver
behaviour during sudden failure conditions. The model is based on measured data
from the driving simulator study, presented in Papers C, K and L. A known driver
model based on lateral offset, heading error and preview time is extended with failuresensitive parameters like driver reaction times and synchronisation times which were
used to mimic real human responses during different failure conditions. The simulation
results comply with the measured data from the experimental study. The proposed
driver model is capable of maintaining the vehicle control and regaining the planned trajectory similarly to the way humans achieved this during a wheel hub motor failure in
one of the rear wheels. A comparison with the driver model without failure-sensitive
parameters illustrates the improved capability of the FSDM to emulate human behaviour during a failure condition. If no fault is present, the path tracking skills and
vehicle states of the FSDM correspond to those of the comparable standard driver
model. Further, it is shown that adjustments of the failure-sensitive parameters enable the FSDM to emulate various types of individual driver behaviour, ranging from
slow to quick responses and from fluctuating to steady responses.
Paper F: Control allocation strategies for an electric vehicle with a wheel hub motor
failure
To make it possible to handle failure modes that influence the vehicle’s directional
stability, vehicle control strategies have to be applied. This paper proposes and analyses three fault handling strategies, and compares and evaluates them according to a
regular electronic stability control algorithm. An electric vehicle with four wheel hub
motors was simulated in a high-speed steady-state cornering manoeuvre. All three
analysed strategies are based on the control allocation principle. The first strategy
utilises non-linear optimisation. It assumes constant knowledge of the tyre force constraints and cannot be calculated online unlike of the other two strategies. The second
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strategy is based on the pseudoinverse approach, which has an analytical solution. A
further simplified pseudoinverse approach is represented by the third strategy. The
failure mode considered was based on an electrical fault that can arise in wheel hub
motors of permanent-magnet type. All the control allocation strategies resulted in an
improved re-allocation after the fault was induced and thus result in an improved state
trajectory recovery. Additionally, the results for the analysed control strategies were
compared to the results for a vehicle with no active control, which showed the highest
deviations. This study showed that a safer vehicle behaviour during a failure mode in
an electrical machine can be achieved through these fault-tolerant control strategies.
Paper G: Design and experimental evaluation of a fault-tolerant control strategy with
and without a driver in the loop
Previous studies had analysed separately driver behaviour during failure conditions
(Papers C and D) and different fault-tolerant control strategies for an electric vehicle
(Paper F). This paper aimed to evaluate fault-tolerant control strategies during a
failure condition in simulation and experiment, and to analyse the interaction effects
of one fault-tolerant control strategy and driver-vehicle behaviour during the same
failure condition. The failure condition analysed was a straight-line driving manoeuvre
at urban speeds and with a constant brake torque on the left rear wheel. An optimised
and pseudoinverse control allocation strategy were tested and evaluated for that failure
condition without a driver in the loop. It was found that optimised and pseudoinverse
control allocation strategies showed improvements in maintaining the vehicle stability
and the desired path for the urban speeds. These improvements were similar to those
shown for the motorway speeds analysed in Paper F. After its suitability was proven
in simulation, the analytic pseudoinverse strategy was further analysed and confirmed
in an experimental study.
The main contribution of the study presented in this paper is that it experimentally
confirmed the positive effects of a pseudoinverse control allocation strategy on maintaining the desired path and the vehicle stability. Moreover, this fault-tolerant control
strategy proved supportive for the driver-vehicle interaction during a severe failure
condition. The vehicle stability and lateral deviation were clearly better in the driver
study when the pseudoinverse control allocation strategy was activated. This faulttolerant control strategy showed its potential for improving traffic safety and relieving
the driver’s workload.
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This chapter summarises the main scientific contributions of the thesis and its appended papers.
1. A broad failure mode and effect analysis for an electric vehicle with wheel hub
motors is presented. The focus is on the electric driveline with a newly designed
permanent-magnet synchronous machine, purposely developed for automotive
wheel hub applications. (Paper B)
2. Fault models applicable for vehicle dynamic simulations have been derived for
various faults to make it possible to analyse their effects on the dynamic behaviour of vehicles. (Paper B)
3. A fault classification method has been developed to determine the influence of
a fault on the vehicle and to assess whether the fault compromises traffic safety.
Three indices were proposed to cover and detect the relevant vehicle responses
in terms of the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion, viz. the collision avoidance
index, the lane keeping index and the vehicle stability index. The controllability
of all three indices is classified according to ISO 26262 and merged in a final fault
influence index. The proposed fault classification method was evaluated using
experimental data. (Papers B, C, D and G)
4. Three control strategies are proposed to compensate for the effects of faults.
These fault handling strategies, which are based on the control allocation principle, were capable of handling a severe braking torque on one rear wheel for
the tested manoeuvres. In one of the manoeuvres, the actuator limitations were
reached and only the optimal control allocation algorithm was capable of handling the fault for this manoeuvre without degrading the vehicle stability. The
two simplified control allocation strategies performed well as long as the actuator limits were not reached. Under real-time conditions, only the simplified
algorithms are fast enough to produce applicable results. (Paper F)
5. The fault handling capability of one of the chosen simplified control allocation
strategies has been verified with an experimental vehicle. This pseudoinverse control allocation strategy reduces the effect of a fault on the vehicle’s directional
stability and helps the vehicle follow its intended path. Considerable improvements have been achieved, despite restrictive actuator limitations. (Paper G)
6. An analysis was performed of the driver-vehicle interactions during wheel hub
motor failures in two experimental studies, one of which involved motorway manoeuvres in a moving-base driving simulator, while the other involved urban
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manoeuvres in an electric vehicle on a test track. The analysis showed that the
wheel hub motor failures had clear effects on maintaining the intended path and
the vehicle stability at motorway speeds. It is shown that the fault classification method verifies that these effects have high controllability classes for the
manoeuvres at motorway speeds, while urban speeds are less critical. (Papers
C and D)
7. A method for deriving the driver reaction times in case of a failure condition has
been presented and it was applied to measurement data from two experimental
studies. The average steering wheel reaction times were found to be 0.53 −
0.55 s for the motorway manoeuvres, while a distinct steering wheel reaction
time (0.62 s) was only found for the curve-inward failure condition in urban
manoeuvres. (Papers C and D)
8. A failure-sensitive driver model has been developed based on the experimental
study in the driving simulator. The behaviour of this driver model imitates the
measured driver responses and can be applied for failures during straight-line
driving and cornering manoeuvres. Integration into a different vehicle model also
illustrated the usability and robustness of the proposed failure-sensitive driver
model. (Paper E)
9. When a pseudoinverse control allocation strategy was implemented in a vehicle,
it was shown that the resulting driver-vehicle interaction improved. Vehicle
directional stability and the desired path were maintained for a sudden failure.
This fault handling strategy is shown to support the driver by redistributing
the wheel torques in such a case, hence reducing the steering effort and yaw
compensation made by the driver. (Paper G)
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In this chapter, conclusions are drawn from the presented results and suggestions are
provided for future work in this research field.

7.1 Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis aims at improving the safety of electric and hybrid
electric vehicles and evaluating the impact of potential faults on the dynamic behaviour
of a vehicle. The implementation of new electric driveline systems can lead to unforeseen faults which cause component or system failures, resulting in unpredictable vehicle
behaviour, and which threaten passengers and other traffic participants. These potential faults have been analysed in simulations and experiments. A systematic approach
classified the faults regarding their consequences for the dynamic behaviour of the
vehicle. Strategies for compensating for the failures have been developed, enabling the
vehicle to maintain its trajectory and directional stability. The driver behaviour during
different failure conditions has been studied and a failure-sensitive driver model has
been developed based on this driver behaviour. Further, a broad overview of factors
important for the design of dependable and fault-tolerant vehicles has been presented.
In this thesis, a fault classification method is suggested which classifies faults according
to their influence on the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle. This method is based on
the ISO 26262 functional safety standard and has been developed in such a way that
the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motions are classified independently of each other.
Additionally, the overall influence of the fault on the vehicle is classified. A broad
failure mode and effect analysis was conducted for a vehicle propelled by an electric
driveline. It has been shown that faults that have been non-existent in regular vehicles
can be typical faults in the new generation of electric vehicles and influence their
safety. The generic nature of the proposed fault classification method makes it suitable
for various vehicle types and drivelines, as well as faults and user-defined boundary
conditions other than those analysed. Findings have been presented which show that
a general statement about correlation between vehicle states and the influence of a
fault cannot be made, but rather that each fault has to be analysed separately. The
fault classification method has been evaluated using data from experimental studies
analysing wheel hub motor failures, and the evaluation criteria of the method were
compared to other common vehicle dynamics measures. This also improved the generic
character of the method as different types of vehicles were analysed. A curvature
dependency has also been introduced in the fault classification method.
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Fault handling strategies which accommodate the faults have been shown to be effective
for enhancing the vehicle safety. Three reconfiguration strategies for handling faults in
vehicles, one optimised and two simplified control allocation strategies based on nonquadratic matrix inversion, have been devised and analysed. All of these strategies can
accommodate certain faults and maintain the original trajectory as long as the actuator
limitations are not exceeded. If the limit on one of the actuators is reached, both
simplified strategies will deviate from the trajectory, while the optimised strategy will
deliver reasonable results further on. The implementation in vehicles, however, is only
given for the simplified control allocation strategies due to computational restrictions,
where one strategy is only applicable for motorway speeds due to a small steering
angle approximation and the second strategy can be applied for all speeds. The latter
has been further investigated in order to verify the simulation results. The results
of the experiments at urban vehicle speeds have shown promising results concerning
enhancement of the safety of electric vehicles.
Driver-vehicle interactions were studied in two experimental studies involving a set of
drivers being subjected to the occurrence of a fault; one of the studies was performed
in a moving-base driving simulator and the other in an electric vehicle on a test track.
The analysis showed that all the drivers were able to maintain control of the vehicle
during all the failure conditions. The classification method indicated that critical
failure conditions, in terms of the lateral deviation from the intended path and the
yaw stability of the vehicle, were reached at motorway speeds in the driving simulator
study. Lower urban speeds are not as critical for traffic safety, although they are not
negligible, as other traffic participants can be affected. In particular, vulnerable traffic
participants like pedestrians or cyclists could be injured in urban environments. For
both speed ranges, the risk of rear-end collisions is present, as the failure decelerated
the vehicle unexpectedly.
Based on the experimental data from the driving simulator study, a failure-sensitive
driver model has been developed. The model reproduces realistic human behaviour
during a vehicle failure resulting in an undesired brake torque on one wheel. Different
failure conditions at high and low speeds have been tested and verified with measured
data. This failure-sensitive driver model is suitable for testing human behaviour during different failure conditions and in various types of vehicles. It can be used as a
substitute for dangerous, time-consuming and costly experiments.
Finally, the interaction between drivers and a fault-tolerant control strategy during
a failure condition has been investigated. The experimental results show significant
improvements in maintaining the intended path and the yaw motion of the vehicle when
the fault-tolerant control strategy is enabled during a sudden failure mode. Strong
driver reactions are only necessary for the uncontrolled vehicle. The activated faulttolerant control strategy improves the controllability of the vehicle; i.e. the actual
vehicle states during the failure deviate less from the intended vehicle states. Hence,
the drivers are relieved of extra effort and their steering input for failure compensation
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is strongly reduced, as the redistribution of propulsion torques compensates for the
effect of the failure.
The contributions of the research presented herein relate to potential faults that could
lead to failures, corrective measures taken by the driver due to such failures and capabilities of fault-tolerant control strategies during failures. The influence of different
failures on the dynamic behaviour of vehicles as well as the corresponding driver reactions, has been analysed in simulations and experiments. Fault-tolerant control
strategies based on the principle of control allocation have proven to be a viable solution for fault compensation, and thus an effective means of increasing passenger and
traffic safety.

7.2 Recommendations for future work
The research performed within this thesis has provided a better understanding of the
safety of electrified vehicles, and has demonstrated methods for improving the safety
of road vehicles. This is a field where further research needs to be conducted. It is suggested that further analyses of faults and their effect on the controllability of vehicles
using different drivelines and vehicle configurations should be performed. Accordingly,
alternative drivelines could be investigated which are closer to those currently used in
electric vehicles, with one or two electric machines per vehicle. Moreover, it is suggested that further research should be conducted to verify the numerical values for
classifying the three indices of the fault classification method for different vehicles and
failure conditions.
The proposed control allocation strategies for improvement of the traffic safety focused
on longitudinal force generation with wheel hub motors. If the vehicle has a central
means of propulsion using the given symmetry of a vehicle instead of a wheel hub motor
on each wheel, lateral force generation is required to redistribute the forces during a
failure condition. This could be investigated in a vehicle with electro-mechanical overactuation in the lateral direction, i.e. a steer-by-wire system, which is also necessary
for autonomous driving. Fault-tolerant control systems which make it possible to
handle faults without driver intervention are a necessity in autonomous vehicles, which
constitute a highly relevant research topic of great current interest. In order to exploit
electric vehicles with over-actuation not only in longitudinal direction but also in lateral
direction, it is recommended to analyse the potentials of simultaneous longitudinal and
lateral force distribution. Moreover, complete knowledge about the appearance of the
fault has been assumed in the present research work, and therefore a recommended
area of research is the implementation of a fault detection and isolation system.
Driver behaviour has been analysed in specific scenarios with clear, dry conditions and
no opposing traffic. Furthermore, the drivers were focused on the driving task in an
artificial environment. Therefore it is recommended to make additional experimental
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studies including traffic, driver distraction or different road conditions to obtain results
that might be closer to those in real traffic scenarios. Moreover, different failure modes
should be investigated. In addition, it would be valuable to carry out an experimental
study using drivers and a fault-tolerant control strategy to test such a strategy in
different scenarios, and statistically sufficient data should be gathered.
The exemplified vehicle-driver simulation has demonstrated the potential for applying
the proposed failure-sensitive driver model to different failure conditions. The driver
model should be further validated for different manoeuvres and failure conditions to
study its robustness in more detail. Finally, it would be interesting to conduct a
broader analysis to prove the suitability of the driver model.
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Nomenclature
Notation
Parameter
ax
ay
az
ci
C12,34
d
did,od
dmc
dpi
fG
f0
fx,i
fy,i
g
il
h
k
l
lf
m
mu
r
rb
s
t
tld
tp
tr
ts
tδ
tψ̇
tψ̇,max

Unit
m/s2
m/s2
m/s2
N/m
N/m
m
m
m
m
N
N
N
m/s2
m
m
m
kg
kg
m
Nm
m
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Description
Vehicle longitudinal acceleration at the centre of gravity
Lateral acceleration of the vehicle
Vertical acceleration of the vehicle
Spring stiffness on the i-th wheel
Cornering stiffness on the front and rear axle
Diameter
Brake disc inner and outer diameter
Brake master cylinder diameter
Brake calliper piston diameter
Safety limit
Tyre force vector
Longitudinal tyre force on the i-th wheel
Lateral tyre force on the i-th wheel
Gravitational acceleration
Brake lever ratio
Centre of gravity to ground height
Control gain
Wheel base
Centre of gravity to front axle distance
Vehicle mass
Unsprung mass
Rolling radius
Effective working radius of brake disc
Track width
Time
Lane departure time
Time period
Reaction time
Synchronisation time
Steering wheel reaction time
Time delay of yaw rate
Time delay of yaw rate maximum
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Nomenclature

vx
vy
yr,max
A
Ci
Ei
Fb
Fc
Fl
Fx
Fy
F
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Kc
K|T |
KT
Mz
N
PO
Qx
Qy
Qz
Q∗i
Qf
R
Si
SI
Tb
Tdes
TF
T
X
Y
αf, r
β
γ
δ
δ̇
θ
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m/s
m/s

m
N
N
N
N
N
kgm2
kgm2
kgm2
Nm
Nm
Nm
m/s2
t
◦/s2
m
Nm
Nm
Nm
m
m
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦/s
◦

Longitudinal velocity of the vehicle
Lateral velocity of the vehicle
Maximum road margin
Geometry matrix
Controllability class with i = 0, 1, 2, 3 according to ISO 26262
Level of exposure with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 according to ISO 26262
Tangential brake force of the brake calliper
Clamping force of the brake calliper
Brake lever force
Longitudinal vehicle force at the centre of gravity
Lateral vehicle force at the centre of gravity
Vehicle forces and yaw moment vector
Body roll moment of inertia
Body pitch moment of inertia
Body yaw moment of inertia
Correction factor of fault torque
Mean value of fault torque
Amplitude of fault torque
Vehicle yaw moment at the centre of gravity
Number of participants
Step response overshot ratio
Collision avoidance index
Lane keeping index
Vehicle stability index
Fault classification with respective index i = x, y, z
Fault influence index
Turning radius of a vehicle
Level of severity with i = 0, 1, 2, 3 according to ISO 26262
Stability index
Brake torque
Desired torque
Fault torque
Tyre transformation matrix
Longitudinal position
Lateral position
Slip angle on front and rear axle
Body slip angle
Camber angle
Steering angle
Steering velocity
Pitch angle

θ̇
θ̈
λ
µ
µb
ρ
φ
φ̇
φ̈
ψ
ψ̇
ψ̈
ω
∆
Ψ̈

◦/s
◦/s2

1/m
◦
◦/s
◦/s2
◦
◦/s
◦/s2
1/s
◦/s2

Pitch velocity
Pitch acceleration
Distance between centre of gravity and rear axle
Friction coefficient between road and tyre
Friction coefficient between brake disc and pad
Curvature
Roll angle
Roll velocity
Roll acceleration
Yaw angle
Yaw velocity
Yaw acceleration
Rotational speed
Difference between values
Vehicle stability criterion by Otto

Index
0
b
f
i
iat
l
m
max
r
ref
stat

Initial value
Brake system
Faulty vehicle state
Wheel location [1,2,3,4] = [front left, front right, rear left, rear right]
Integrated absolute value normalised to time
Left-hand side
Mean value
Maximum value
Right-hand side
Reference value
Static/steady-state value
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Nomenclature

List of abbreviations
ABS
AC
ADAC
APCA
ASIL
BASt
CG
ESC
EU
EV
FDI
FS
FSDM
FMEA
FTC
GPS
ICE
ISO
NASA-TLX
NHTSA
OCA
OECD
PI
PCA
PMSM
RB
RCV
RQ
SIM
TCS
TUC
VTI
WHM
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Anti-lock braking system
Alternating current
German Automobile Club
Approximated pseudoinverse control allocation
Automotive Safety Integrity Level
German Federal Highway Research Institute
Centre of gravity
Electronic stability control system
European Union
Electric vehicle
Fault detection and isolation
Field study
Failure-sensitive driver model
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Fault-tolerant control
Global Positioning System
Internal combustion engine
International Organization for Standardization
Task Load Index of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Optimal control allocation
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Propotional integral (controller)
Pseudoinverse control allocation
Permanent magnet synchronous machine
Regenerative braking
KTH Research Concept Vehicle
Research question
Simulator study
Traction control system
Technische Universität Chemnitz
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute
Wheel hub motor
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